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Our remarkable run here in New England continues. The New 
England Patriots just won their fifth Super Bowl championship. 
After falling behind 28-3, they staged a record-setting come-
back to win in overtime. It was incredibly exciting, and I’m not 
ashamed to admit that my family and I were literally jumping up 
and down and screaming when the Patriots scored the winning 
touchdown. No team had ever come back in a Super Bowl from a 
deficit of more than ten points, so going by past performances, 
the Patriots’ comeback was “impossible.” My daughter actually 
turned to me at one point and said, “They’re going to lose, 
aren’t they?” I replied that it would require an historic comeback, 
but I never counted them out. In the end, it took an incredible 
combination of plays (and, admittedly, some bad decisions by 
the Falcons) for them to pull it off, but they did it! The emotion 
of this win is just what we need to keep us warm as we face yet 
another snow storm while I write this.

The morning after the victory, Patriots coach Bill Belichick was 
asked how he felt about the game. After admitting how special 
the game was and how proud he was of his team, he said 
something that shows why he’s now considered the greatest 
coach of all time. When asked what his plans were, he said, “As 
far as I’m concerned, we’re now five weeks behind all the other 
teams in preparing for next season.” His constant devotion to 
preparation, planning, and teaching his players is what sets him 
apart. While we may not be able to reach that level of focus, we 
can always try to be better at planning and preparing for success.

In our feature article this issue, my longtime friend and  
colleague, Mentor Graphics Chief Scientist Verification Harry 
Foster, shares some interesting data from the latest round of  
his biannual Functional Verification survey in “Will Safety Critical 
Design Practices Improve First Silicon Success?” After sharing 
some general data, which shows some counter-intuitive results,  
Harry does a deeper dive to see what effect verification process 
maturity and safety critical design practices have on first-pass 
success. I won’t spoil it, but you’ll likely be surprised by the results.
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Continuing with the theme of safety critical 
practices, our friends at Optima Design 
Automation share with us “A Practical 
Methodology for Meeting ISO 26262 
Random Faults Safety Goals in Automotive 
Semiconductor Products.” As you can imagine, 
automotive safety verification is especially 
challenging because the ISO 26262 standard 
requires ensuring that the design will function 
safely when exposed to random faults, which 
obviously can occur in a car whose lifespan can 
be expected to be up to ten years or more. This 
article explains the fault-injection problem and 
how their accelerator can help you satisfy the 
requirements of the standard on your safety-
critical project.

Next, we move on to the subject of Portable 
Stimulus, with “Bridging UVM to the Portable 
Stimulus Standard with Questa® inFact” from 
our friends at CVC. The new Portable Stimulus 
Standard being worked on in Accellera uses a 
graph-based approach to specify stimulus at 
a higher level of abstraction, but in a way that 
can be mapped to UVM environments, among 
other target implementations. This article 
shows how CVC used Questa inFact to create a 
portable graph-based stimulus model that they 
used to verify a memory controller design.  
 
You should find a lot of great information and 
encouragement to use a similar approach  
on your next project.

One of the advantages of the Portable Stimulus 
Standard is its ability to specify SoC-level 
stimulus scenarios that are often difficult to 
express with UVM sequences. In “Automating 
Tests with Portable Stimulus from IP to SoC 
Level,” my colleague — and our resident 
Portable Stimulus guru — Matthew Ballance 

introduces some of the concepts and language 
constructs of the proposed standard. You’ll 
see how the declarative nature of the standard 
makes it easier to specify complex scenarios 
for block-level verification and also to combine 
those into SoC-level scenarios.

Our friends at Logic Fruit Technologies next 
share a few “UVM Tips and Tricks” with you. 
Whether you’re new to UVM or an “old hand,” 
I’m sure you’ll find these suggestions useful.  
It’s always helpful to re-examine some of the 
things we’ve been doing and see if there’s  
a better way.

Next, another Mentor colleague, Progyna 
Khondkar, shows how you can take advantage 
of “Artifacts of Custom Checkers in Questa® 
Power Aware Dynamic Simulation.” UPF allows 
you to bind checkers to your design that the 
Questa® PA-SIM simulator can use to access 
your UPF supply network and other objects to 
make sure that your power control is behaving 
correctly.

We wrap up this issue with “Complementing 
Functional Verification Through Use of 
Available Timing Information” from our  
friends at Excellicon. We spend much of our 
time focusing on functional verification, but 
in this article you’ll learn how to use their 
Constraints Manager tool to extract timing 
constraints from the design and use them to 
verify things like clock-domain crossings and 
timing exceptions. Bringing timing information 
into the verification process earlier in the 
development cycle makes everyone  
more productive.
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If you’re reading this introduction at  
DVCon US, please make sure to stop by  
the expanded Mentor Graphics booth  
and say hi. This year, I’m also the Technical 
Program Chair, which means I’ll get to  
wear my Patriots shirt on stage during  
the Opening Session, among other things.  
If you’re an Atlanta Falcons fan, I promise  
to be gentle. Hope to see you there.

Respectfully submitted,

Tom Fitzpatrick 
Editor, Verification Horizons

P.S. You’ve no doubt noticed that Verification 
Horizons has a new look. We’ve redesigned 
the publication to better reflect its value: a 
straightforward, contemporary, and useful 
presentation of all things verification.
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INTRODUCTION 
Perhaps my interest in data mining and analytics 
originated from Steven Levitt and Stephen 
Dubner’s 2005 bestselling book Freakonomics: 
A Rogue Economist Explores the Hidden Side 
of Everything. The authors in this book apply 
economic theory (a science of measurement) 
to a diverse set of subjects not usually covered 
by “traditional” economists; such as correlating 
cheating as applied to teachers and sumo 
wrestlers. This book inspired me to look at 
data differently. In that spirit, I decided to have 
some fun with the data from our 2016 Wilson 
Research Group Functional Verification Study[1] 
by examining interesting correlations in an 
attempt to uncover unexpected observations. 
For example, in the March 2015 issue of 
Verification Horizons, I decided to correlate 
design size with first silicon success from our 
previous industry study, and the results were 
non-intuitive. That is, the smaller the design 
the less the likelihood of achieving first silicon 
success.[2] This observation concerning 
design size and likelihood of achieving 
first silicon success still holds  
true today. 

For this issue of Verification Horizons,  
I have decided to do a deeper dive 
into our 2016 industry study and see 
what other non-intuitive observations 
could be uncovered.  Specifically, 
I wanted to answer the following 
questions: (1) Does verification 
maturity impact silicon success  
(in terms of functional quality)? 

(2) Does the adoption of safety critical design 
practices improve silicon success? 

But before I answer these questions let’s look  
at some general findings from our 2016 study.

RESOURCE TRENDS 
It is assumed that the industry is experiencing 
growing resource demands due to rising design 
complexity. To validate this assumption let us 
examine a recent industry trend. 

Figure 1 shows the percentage of total project 
time that is spent in functional verification. As 
you would expect, the results are all over the 
spectrum; whereas, some projects spend less 
time involved in functional verification, other 
projects spend more. The average total project 
time spent in functional verification in 2016 was 
55 percent, which did not change significantly 
from 2014. 

Figure 1. Percentage of ASIC/IC Project Time  
Spent in Verification

Will Safety Critical Design Practices  
Improve First Silicon Success?   
by Harry D. Foster, Mentor Graphics
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Perhaps one of the biggest challenges in  
design and verification today is identifying 
solutions to increase productivity to control 
engineering head count. To illustrate the need 
for productivity improvement, we discuss the 
trend in terms of increasing engineering head 
count. Figure 2 above shows the mean peak 
number of engineers working on a project. 
Again, this is an industry average since some 
projects have many engineers while other 
projects have few. You can see that the mean 
peak number of verification engineers today 
is greater than the mean peak number of 
design engineers. In other words, there are, 
on average, more verification engineers 
working on a project than design 
engineers. This situation has 
changed significantly since 2007.

Another way to comprehend 
the impact of today’s project 
headcount trends is to calculate 
the compounded annual growth 
rate (CAGR) for both design and 
verification engineers. Between 
2007 and 2016, the industry 
experienced a 3.6 percent CAGR 
for design engineers and a 10.4 
percent CAGR for verification 
engineers. Clearly, the double-

digit increase in required 
verification engineers has 
become a major project cost-
management concern and is  
one indicator of growing 
verification effort. 

But verification engineers are 
not the only project stakeholders 
involved in the verification 
process. Design engineers  
spend a significant amount  
of their time in verification too,  
as shown in Figure 3 below. 

In 2016, design engineers spent slightly more 
time in design activities, yet still a significant 
amount of time involved in verification. 
However, this is a reversal in the trends 
observed from the 2010 and 2012 studies, 
which indicated that design engineers spent 
more time in verification activities than design 
activities. The data suggest that design 
effort has risen since 2012 when you take 
into account that: (a) design engineers are 
spending more time in the design process, 
and (b) there was a nine percent CAGR in 
demand for design engineers between 2012 
and 2014 (shown in Figure 3), which is a 

Figure 2. Mean Peak Number of Design and  
Verification Engineers Working on a Project

Figure 3. Where Design Engineers Spend Their Time
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steeper increase than the overall 3.6 CAGR for 
design engineers spanning 2007 through 2016. 
So what is contributing to this increased design 
effort? Our 2016 study found an increase in the 
adoption and implementation of low-power 
features into the design, which might partially 
account for the increase in design effort.

Figure 4 shows where verification engineers 
spend their time (on average) for various tasks. 
We do not show trends here since this aspect 
of project resources was not studied prior to 
2012, and there was not a statistically significant 
change in the results between 2012, 2014  
and 2016.

Our study found that verification engineers 
spend more of their time in debugging than any 
other activity. This is an important focus area 
of EDA R&D that is necessary for improving 
productivity and predictability within a project. 

 
SCHEDULE AND RESPIN TRENDS 
Today we find that a significant amount of 
effort is being applied to functional verification. 
An important question our study has tried 
to answer is whether this increasing effort 
is paying off. In this section, we present 
verification findings in terms of schedules  
and number of required spins.

Figure 5 presents the design completion time 
compared to the project’s original schedule. 
The data originally suggested that 2014 saw  
a slight improvement in projects meeting their 
original schedule. However, our most recent 
study is consistent with the 2007 and 2012 
findings. Regardless, meeting the originally 
planned schedule is still a challenge for most  
of the industry.

Figure 6 shows the industry trend for the 
number of spins required between the start 
of a project and final production. Even though 
designs have increased in complexity, the data 
suggest that projects are not getting any worse 
in terms of the number of required spins before 
production. Still, only about 33 percent of 
today’s projects are able to achieve first  
silicon success.

Figure 5. Design Completion Compared  
to Original Schedule

Figure 4. Where ASIC/IC Verification  
Engineers Spend Their Time

Figure 6. Required Number of Spins
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Although the focus of this article is on ASIC/IC 
designs, I think it is worth sharing an interesting 
finding related to FPGA designs, which is, 
the number of non-trivial bugs that escape 
into production and are found in the field. 
This is a useful metric to measure verification 
effectiveness for FPGA projects since there is 
no analogous metric for required ASIC/IC spins 
associated with FPGA designs. The results were 
surprising and are presented in Figure 7. Only 
22 percent of today’s FPGA design projects are 
able to produce designs without a non-trivial 
bug escaping into the final product. The reason 
this is significant is because for some market 
segments (such as safety critical designs) the 
cost of upgrading the FPGA in the field can 
be huge since this often requires a complete 
revalidation of the system.

VERIFICATION MATURITY  
AND SILICON SUCCESS  
Now let us examine data from our study and 
attempt to answer the first question, “Does 
verification maturity impact silicon success?” 
The approach we used to answer this question 
was to measure the adoption of various 
verification techniques related to ASIC/IC 
projects, and then we compare these results 
against achieving first silicon success.  The data, 
in Figure 8, suggest that the more mature an 

ASIC/IC project is in its adoption of verification 
technology, the greater the likelihood of 
achieving first silicon success.

Similarly, in Figure 9 we examine the adoption 
of various verification techniques related to 
FPGA projects, and then we compare these 
results against non-trivial bugs that escape  
into production.

Again, the results are statistically significant and 
suggest that the more mature an FPGA project 
is in its adoption of verification technology, the 
greater the likelihood that non-trivial bugs are 
prevented from escaping into production.

 

Figure 7. FPGA Non-Trivial Bug  
Escapes into Production

Figure 8. ASIC/IC Spins and Verification Maturity

Figure 9. FPGA Non-Trivial Bug Escapes  
into Production and Verification Maturity
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SAFETY CRITICAL DESIGNS  
AND SILICON SUCCESSES  
Next we examine data from our study in an 
attempt to answer our second question,  
”Does the adoption of safety critical design 
practices improve silicon success?” Intuitively, 
one might think that a rigid and structured 
process required by the various safety critical 
development practices (such as DO-254 for mil/
aero, ISO 26262 for automotive, IEC 60601, and 
so forth) would yield higher quality in terms of 
silicon success. 

First, let us look at the percentage of ASIC/IC 
and FPGA projects that claimed to be working 
on a safety critical design, shown in Figure 10. 

Next, Figure 11 compares the number of 
required spins for both safety critical and non-
safety critical ASIC/IC designs, while Figure 12 
compares the FPGA designs with non-trivial 
bug escapes for both safety critical and non-
safety critical designs.

You can see that 72 percent of safety critical 
ASIC/IC designs require a respin, while 78 
percent of safety critical FPGA designs had 
bugs escape into production. Clearly, the 
process developed to ensure safety does not 
necessarily ensure quality. 

To be fair, however, many of the safety features 
implemented in designs are quite complex and 
increase the verification burden.

CONCLUSION 
In this article, I presented a few highlights  
from the 2016 Wilson Research Group 
Functional Verification Study that was 
commissioned by Mentor Graphics. One  
of the key takeaways from our study is that 
verification effort continues to increase,  
which was observed by the double-digit  
CAGR increase in peak number verification 
engineers required on a project.

Figure 10. Percentage of Projects Working  
on Safety Critical Designs

Figure 11. Required ASIC/IC Spins for Safety  
Critical vs. Non-Safety Critical Designs

Figure 12. Non-Trivial Bug Escapes for Safety  
Critical vs. Non-Safety Critical FPGA Designs
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In general, the industry is maturing its 
verification processes as witnessed by the 
verification technology adoption trends. 
However, just like our 2014 observation,  
we found that in 2016, smaller designs were  
less likely to achieve first silicon success.

For this article I decided to do a deeper dive 
into analyzing the data from our new study in 
an attempt to answer the following questions: 
(1) Does verification maturity impact silicon 
success? (2) Does the adoption of safety critical 
design practices improve silicon success? 
For our first question we found that the data 
suggest that the more mature a project is in 
adopting advanced functional verification 
techniques, the greater the likelihood of silicon 
success (in terms of functional quality). For our 
second question we found that the adoption of 
one of the industry’s safety critical development 
practices (such as, DO-254, ISO 26262, IEC 
60601, and so forth) does not necessarily 
improve silicon success.

As a closing comment, all the findings  
from the 2016 Wilson Research Group 
Functional Verification Study have been 
released through a series of Verification 
Horizons blogs [1], as well as an article  
I recently published at DVCon 2017.[3]
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Functional safety is a critical concern for all 
automotive products, and the most complex 
and least understood part of it is safety from 
random faults (faults due to unpredictable 
natural phenomena rather than design bugs). 
ISO 26262, “Road vehicles — Functional safety” 
sets out the requirements for safe designs. In 
this article, we present a simple, easy step-by-
step methodology to comprehend and achieve 
functional safety from random faults based 
on Questa® simulation and the fault-injection 
accelerator from Optima.

 
INTRODUCTION 
The computers are fleeing their cages. Until 
recently, people interacted with computers in 
a virtual world of screens and mice. That world 
had many security risks but relatively few safety 
risks, mostly electrocution or having a PC fall 
on your foot. But in the last few years a new 
wave of computers is invading the real world, 
and physically interacting with it. This trend is 
expected to explode in the near future, with 
self-driving cars and drones leading the rush. 
This raises totally new safety concerns for the 
teams designing the semiconductor parts used 
in these markets. In the good old days, a HW 
bug would cause a blue-screen and everyone 
would blame Microsoft®. Nowadays, a HW 
bug can trigger a criminal trial for involuntary 
manslaughter. 

To prevent such problems, at least for the 
Automotive market, The International Standards 

Organization ISO published in 2011 the 
first version of ISO 262621, “Road vehicles — 
Functional safety”. The second revision is being 
completed now and should be published in 
about a year. While focused on road vehicles, 
this standard can be easily adapted to related 
areas that do not yet have their own safety 
standard, such as drones, since it is in fact an 
adaptation of IEC 61508, the basic standard  
for Functional Safety of all Electrical/ 
Electronic/Programmable Electronic  
Safety-related Systems.

This article discusses functional safety. The 
International Electrotechnical Commission IEC, 
who own the ultimate standard in this area, 
define safety as freedom from unacceptable 
risk of physical injury or of damage to the 
health of people, either directly, or indirectly 
as a result of damage to property or to the 
environment. Functional safety is the part of 
the overall safety that depends on a system or 
equipment operating correctly in response to 
its inputs. Functional safety is the detection of a 
potentially dangerous condition resulting in the 
activation of a protective or corrective device 
or mechanism to prevent hazardous events 
arising or providing mitigation to reduce the 
consequence of the hazardous event2. 

The following discussion is based on ISO 
26262, and so targets people in the Automotive 
market. But it is general enough to be useful for 
anyone who worries about the functional safety 
of their semiconductor products.

A Practical Methodology for Meeting  
ISO 26262 Random Faults Safety Goals  
in Automotive Semiconductor Products
by Jamil R. Mazzawi and Amir N. Rahat, Optima Design Automation Ltd.
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THE TYPES OF SAFETY ISSUES 
Safety issues fall into two main categories: 
systemic and random faults. Systemic faults  
are those that are repeatable, hence 
predictable. A more common name for  
them is design bugs. Random faults are 
unpredictable (except in the aggregate),  
and are due to the complex interaction 
between the product and its environment. 

Safety from systemic faults, also known as  
bug prevention, detection and recovery,  
is a well-known discipline. Safety from  
random faults, on the other hand, is much  
less understood. This article will discuss  
how to achieve safety from random faults,  
and to do so with a reasonable cost.

Random faults fall into two further categories: 
permanent and transient faults. Permanent 
faults, such as a burn-out of a wire, are faults 
that remain faulty and so can be tested for. 
Permanent faults can occur at any location 
in the product, and so are modeled on all 
electrical nodes. Transient faults, on the other 
hand, disappear after a short while. Typically, 
transient faults are due to the effects of a 
cosmic radiation particle hitting the product, 
dispersing some electrons, and subsiding.

Transient faults can occur at any location in 
the product. However, the extensive use of 
ECC/EDC schemas for memories (see below) 
means that transient faults on memories can be 
ignored as a solved problem. Locations that are 
combinational logic gates, on the other hand, 
seldom cause harm to the product since the 
logic value of any gate is only relevant for a very 
small percentage of the time (only when that 
gate is in the active computation branch and 
only when the wave of final results goes through 
that gate). So as a matter of practice, transient 
faults are only investigated for registers.

ENSURING SAFETY  
FROM RANDOM FAULTS 
Safety from random faults is a statistical goal. 
No design can ever be 100% free of random 
faults. Instead, a goal is set for the probability  
of failure. These are usually defined in terms 
of FIT, where 1 FIT is defined as one failure in 
every 109 hours, or once every 114,155 years. 
The predicted probability must be lower  
than the goal set for the specific product  
being designed.

Prevention of random faults (of both types) 
is an expensive endeavor. The most common 
and generic approach to it is with redundancy, 
sacrificing costs to achieve safety. Examples of 
redundancy include dual modular redundancy 
(DMR, aka lockstep) where duplicating the 
hardware and comparing results enables fault 
detection; triple modular redundancy (TMR) 
where having three copies enable not only 
detection but also correction; error detection 
and correction (EDC) and error-correcting code 
(ECC) schemas that are used for memories and 
busses and achieve similar goals with a smaller 
cost than full duplication; and more. Obviously, 
the cost (in Silicon area, power consumption, 
etc.) for these approaches can be 2-3X that of 
the unprotected design.

Detection of random faults is usually based 
on the frequent running of (SW or HW) tests 
with known results, and checking if the right 
answer is produced. This can only be applied to 
permanent faults, and usually does not detect 
all the faults. For every given design and test 
a number, called the test coverage, indicates 
the ratio of faults detected by the test out of 
all possible faults. If we can show that a design 
can fail due to a fault in one of two possible 
locations, and only one of these faults causes 
the test to give the wrong result, then that test 
has a coverage of 50%. So the probability of 
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the product to be harmed by a permanent 
fault can be derated by the detection coverage 
(assuming the tests are run frequently enough).

Recovery from random faults is usually applied 
to transient faults only, since permanent faults 
have an unbounded impact on the behavior  
of the product. On the other hand, transient 
faults can dissipate after some time, and the 
design is then said to have recovered from  
that fault. So the probability of the product 
to be harmed by a transient fault at a specific 
location can be derated by the probability that 
such a fault will dissipate harmlessly, and the 
total probability of transient fault harm is the 
sum for all locations.

This last discussion raises a new possibility 
for prevention. If the probability that a fault 
on a given location will dissipate harmlessly 
is known, it becomes possible to apply 
redundancy on a location-by-location basis. 
Specifically, since transient faults are computed 
for register locations only, those registers with 
a high probability of harm can be selectively 
implemented using a protective design  
(e.g., DICE3), using a technique known  
as selective hardening.

 
THE NEED FOR  
ACCURATE DATA 
The discussion above requires  
two types of data:

1. Test coverage  
 for permanent faults

2. The probability that a fault 
 will dissipate harmlessly  
 for transient faults

 

Test fault coverage is a well-known technique 
in manufacturing test and DFT. There it is used 
to determine how good manufacturing tests 
are in detecting faults and filtering out bad 
products from reaching the customer. In recent 
years, structural test and ATPG techniques have 
replaced test fault coverage techniques, but 
still, some functional test is still used for fault 
detection, and the same methodology can be 
applied. The typical approach is fault-testing, 
using gate level simulation to process fault by 
fault (or in small fault batches).

Fault dissipation probability is a new technique, 
with little support in methodology and CAD 
tools. Again, the usual approach is to apply 
simulation, in this case usually RTL simulation.

The basic flow of using simulation for both 
types of data collection can be seen in Figure 1.

 
THE BASIC FLOW: HOW  
TO MAKE THE DESIGN SAFE  
FROM RANDOM FAULTS 
The basic design flow to protect your design 
begins by partitioning your design into memory  
 

Figure 1. Using simulation for data collection
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blocks and random-logic blocks. Memory 
blocks have a well-understood protection 
mechanism in ECC/EDC, so that it is just a 
question of selecting the appropriate approach 
given the specific requirements and constraints 
of the design.

For random-logic blocks, a key decision is 
whether or not to use redundancy. If the design 
constraints allow for the extra cost in area 
and power, then redundancy is very easy to 
implement. Just decide on the relevant level 
(product, unit, gate), the number of copies  
(2, 3, more), and the type of redundancy,  
and you are done. 

If redundancy is not affordable, then you 
must consider permanent and transient faults 
separately. For permanent faults, the easiest 
way is to apply DFT / ATPG techniques to 
generate high-coverage tests. The downside, 
besides the need to pay for some extra area 
to account for structural test HW, is that these 
tests require a hard reset before  
and after they run.  
So they can be applied 
only in cases where 
the product can be 
taken offline, tested 
and restored to use 
every millisecond or 
so. In other cases, a 
functional test must be 
written and evaluated.

For transient faults,  
the next decision 
is whether full flop 
hardening is applicable.  
Full flop hardening 
means the imple-
mentation of all flops 
in a way that minimizes 

transient fault probability, with the usual area 
& power penalty. If the constraints prevent 
this option, then you must apply selective 
hardening. This overall flow can be seen in 
Figure 2 below.

 
SELECTIVE HARDENING 
Selective hardening is the process of 
determining which register should be 
implemented using what technology.  
It is predicated on two assumptions:

1. That every register can be implemented  
in a number of ways, and that these ways 
differ in their susceptibility to transient faults,  
in their area and in their power dissipation. 
Examples can include a regular register,  
a DICE register, and a TMR register which  
is three parallel registers with voting.

2. That for every register, the probability that  
a transient fault on it will dissipate harmlessly 
is known with a high accuracy, given  
a specific SW workload.

Figure 2.  Making a design safe from random faults
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Under these two assumptions, it is clear to see 
how different assignment of implementation 
options to the various registers will lead to 
different overall results of safety, area and 
power. Proper trade off techniques are then 
utilized to best match the design goals and 
constraints.

While the first assumption is simple, it is less 
clear how to meet the second assumption. First, 
it is important to understand why it depends 
on a specific SW workload. Since for almost 
every register in a design it is possible to write 
a SW workload for which no faults on that 
register ever dissipate, taking the worst-case 
approach leads to assuming all registers have 
0% dissipation rate. This is an unrealistic over-
design. In fact, most safety-sensitive HW has 
very precise SW that is expected to run on it. 
Thus, that SW should be used and registers 
that, for that SW, have a high dissipation rate 
should be treated accordingly.

For a given SW and a given register, then, a 
simulation can be made of the results of a fault 
happening on that register at cycle X of the 
SW. The results of the simulation should show 
whether or not that specific fault has dissipated 
harmlessly. This should be repeated, either 
for all cycles or for a large enough sample of 
cycles. The results of this process, presented 
as the percentage of faults that dissipated 
out of the overall faults simulated, is a good 
approximation of the overall probability of 
that register, with higher accuracy the more 
simulations were performed. This process 
should then be repeated for all registers in  
the design.

 

THE NEED FOR FAST  
FAULT SIMULATION 
We have seen that both permanent and 
transient fault safety require, in certain cases, 
a large number of simulations. For permanent 
fault test coverage, a simulation of the entire 
test is required once per register. For transient 
selective hardening, a number of simulations of 
the reference workload is required per register. 
These are very high numbers.

The reference simulation in these cases 
would be a run of Mentor Questa® RTL or 
gate-level simulation. However, even with 
the latest speedups, the total machine-years 
of simulations can easily reach thousands of 
years, with the associated TTM impact and the 
engineering, computer and license costs.

 
THE OPTIMA-SE ULTRA-FAST 
SIMULATION SOLUTION 
Optima Design Automation (www.optima-da.
com, info@optima-da.com) is an Israeli startup 
that addresses the problems of ensuring safety 
for electronic devices. Its unique and ultra-
fast technology enables fault simulation up to 
100,000X faster than regular simulations, while 
keeping full compatibility with and integration 
with Questa. Thus, thousands of years can 
become mere weeks of computer time.
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Optima-SE analyses your design, indicates 
hot-spots and areas of concern, and creates a 
unique spreadsheet of data for your selective 
hardening work. Its easy-to-use controls 
enable you to quickly and easily apply 
selective hardening to designs with millions of 
registers, seeing the resulting safety, area and 
power implications immediately and quickly 
converging on the right solution.

Contact us today for an evaluation of this 
unique technology on your own design,  
to see what this safety solution can do for you. 
 
END NOTES

1. http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_
detail?csnumber=43464 sampled Jan-29-2017

2.  http://www.iec.ch/functionalsafety/
explained/ sampled Jan-29-2017

 3. “DF-DICE: a scalable solution for soft error 
tolerant circuit design”, R. Naseer, J. Draper, 
2006 IEEE International Symposium on 
Circuits and Systems, 2006 
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INTRODUCTION 
The world of ASIC and FPGA design has 
been adopting the Universal Verification 
Methodology (UVM [1]) over the last several 
years. UVM is a culmination of well-known 
ideas, thoughts and best practices. Though 
UVM-1.1d is the most popular and default UVM 
version, UVM-1.2 has been around for a few 
years and has been adopted by many leading-
edge semiconductor design houses. The 
upcoming IEEE version of UVM (IEEE P1800.2) 
is set to make UVM even more widely adopted, 
just like many other IEEE standards.

While UVM is great in building testbenches 
and test scenarios/sequences, the primary 
objective of UVM was to build robust, 
reusable testbenches. For IP and sub-system 
level verification, these scenarios could be 
constrained-random and/or directed. Ideally 
constrained-random sequences run over 
multiple seeds should attain a very high level of 
functional coverage goals. However, practically 
speaking, it takes quite a few redundant stimuli 
to hit a given set of coverage points when 
attempted through traditional constrained-
random techniques. This is mathematically 
proven via “coupon collector’s theory”. [3]

At the system level (SoCs with multiple 
embedded processors, for instance) the 
scenarios tend to mimic real life application 
models, use cases etc. A pure constrained-
random approach falls short quickly at this level 
as the level of co-ordination needed across 

IPs, peripherals, processors and sub-systems 
within the SoC is very high. Though in theory 
one could develop a sophisticated constrained 
model for an end-to-end application scenario 
all within UVM/SystemVerilog, it is likely more 
painful than it is worth. Also with embedded 
processors becoming part of every modern-day 
SoC, UVM scenarios alone do not suffice; as 
hardware processors (such as ARM® Cortex®) 
do not understand UVM, rather they run C-code 
or assembly code in real life. 

Accellera has started an initiative to address 
this problem through a new specification 
language called the “Portable Stimulus Standard” 
(PSS).[5] However, at the stage of writing this 
article, the PSS is yet to be formally released. 
Different EDA vendors have their own version 
of PSS language and a methodology around 
it. The Mentor Graphics Questa® inFact™ 
Intelligent Testbench Automation solution 
[2] is one of the leaders in this space. We at 
CVC have been consulting with customers 
looking for innovative approaches using UVM 
in deploying vendor-specific PSS solutions for 
well over five years. A well-known approach 
to PSS is Graph-based Verification (GBV) or 
graph-based scenario models. To a first-timer to 
GBV, a graph-based scenario model is like the 
popular mind map based approach to problem 
solving. According to Wikipedia, “a mind map is 
a diagram used to visually organize information 
and is hierarchical and shows relationships 
among pieces of the whole”. [7]

Bridging UVM to the Portable Stimulus  
Standard with Questa® inFact
by Manasa Nair, Sunil Kumar, Pranesh Sairam, Srinivasan Venkataramanan, CVC Pvt. Ltd.
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 A simple way to correlate mind map to GBV 
is to think of organizing various use-cases and 
application models around the given design.

Often a key requirement of end-users is to 
leverage an existing code base and build on it, 
rather than changing to a completely different 
language/tool/methodology regardless of the 
potential benefits of a new approach. Most 
of our customers do acknowledge that UVM 
is not for everything, but it is used in almost 
every project. So, a pragmatic approach to 
deploying PSS solutions would be to first 
integrate well with existing UVM testbenches 
and show value at the IP level and sub-system 
level and then move them seamlessly to the 
system level. This article focuses exclusively 
on this pragmatic approach in “bridging  
UVM to PSS.” 

In this article, we share our experience using 
Questa inFact around a UVM testbench for a 
vlb memory controller design. Though small 
in size, the various memory modes, memory 
regions and their access policies make the 
number of scenarios around the controller 
quite high. We decided to add a portable 
graph layer around an existing UVM testbench 
for this design. In this UVM testbench we had 
a comprehensive functional coverage model 
coded through a typical uvm_monitor → uvm_

subscriber setup. As mentioned earlier, 
the number of use cases are significant 
considering the design size, and hence the 
coverage model was big in the state space 
being modeled. Our aim was to see how much 
effort is required to import an existing UVM 
testbench to Questa inFact and add graphs 
around it. A subsequent goal is to obtain 
faster coverage closure with GBV as opposed 
to traditional constrained-random verification. 

We will share the steps in importing a UVM 
testbench to inFact along with code snippets 
and some sample graphs obtained.

 
REDUNDANCY IN CONSTRAINED-
RANDOM GENERATION  
A typical constrained-random generator has 
redundancy built-in. According to probability 
theory, a Coupon Collector’s Problem (CCP) 
describes the number of iterations it takes to 
collect all n coupons in a random pick (with 
repeats/replacements). A good reference 
to CCP theory is at [3]. CCP theory closely 
resembles coverage driven verification 
using the constrained-random generation 
technique. Though strictly speaking the 
coverage and stimuli are separate, often 
teams end up using constrained-random 

Figure 1. A mind map diagram
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generation to hit all functional coverage 
goals. Such a technique is proven to include 
redundancy, and it can be empirically proven 
that it takes n (log (n)) iterations to cover n items 
in a state-space. Using traditional constrained-
random generation with a robust coverage 
model, as done by many verification engineers, 
is a good example of needing many redundant 
iterations to reach 100% coverage goals. 

The mathematical analysis of the problem 
reveals that the expected number of trials 
needed grows as Θ(nlog(n)).  For example, 
when n = 50 it takes about 225 trials to collect 
all 50 coupons.

N – total number of different coupons. 
Xi – time to get the i-th coupon.

 
Graph-based verification can help reduce 
the redundant stimuli needed as per CCP. A 
typical graph-based solver attempts to address 
the above problem as a Traveling Salesman 
Problem (TSP) and finds a solution to meet  
the goals with minimum redundancy[4].

In our attempts to optimize our customers’ 
verification cycles, we at CVC always look 
out for the latest trends in verification. With 
Questa® inFact providing a graph-based 
approach to verification, it has the technology 
to reduce the redundant stimuli in a typical 
coverage closure cycle.  

 
ABOUT QUESTA® INFACT 
Questa inFact [2] Intelligent Testbench 
Automation accelerates attaining functional 
coverage goals by 10X to 100X, compared 
to randomly-generated stimulus. Stimulus 
is described using rules, and these rules are 
compiled into graphs. Questa inFact provides 
a visual representation of the stimulus model, 
generates test sequences that eliminates 
redundant stimulus, and very efficiently 
partitions coverage closure across parallel 
simulation running on a simulation farm. Using a 
graph-based, intelligent testbench automation  
approach, such as found in the inFact tool, to 
efficiently create verification scenarios and 
stimuli is a powerful way to enhance advanced 
verification environments. The inFact tool 
sequences may be used to augment or replace 
user-developed sequences in UVM, adding 
even more horsepower to verification. When 
coupled with a proven methodology like UVM, 
that ties all the tools together, inFact accelerates 
coverage closure, reduces common verification 
headaches, and frees up resources to focus on 
more ambitious verification plans and higher 
levels of functional coverage. Ultimately, this 
enables the verification team to exercise the 
device in a far more comprehensive manner, 
thereby reducing defects.

 
TARGET DESIGN - VLBUS 
The VLB [6] is an internal, proprietary bus 
developed by CVC. It provides a low-cost 

Figure 2. Graph of number of coupons, N,  
versus the expected number of tries needed  

to collect them all, E (T ) (Ref: [3])
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interface that is simple and reduces 
interface complexity. The VLB 
interfaces to any peripherals that 
are low-bandwidth and do not 
require the high performance of a 
pipelined bus interface. The VLB 
has a non-pipelined protocol. 

All signal transitions are related 
only to the rising edge of the clock to enable 
the integration of VLB peripherals easily 
into any design flow. Every transfer takes at 
least two cycles. The VLB can interface with 
the other high-performance bus protocols. 
It can be used to provide access to the 
programmable control registers of peripheral 
devices. Figure 3 shows a typical device with  
a vlb interface (DUT being a vlb slave).

Write transfers:  
Whenever the wr_rd_valid is active high in 
that time, the memory controller will perform 
the read/write operation depending upon the 
wr_rd signal. When wr_rd is active high,  
it performs the write operation. 

 
Read transfers:  
Whenever the wr_rd_valid is the active high 
and wr_rd is active low, it will perform the read 
operation.

 
VLB – SLAVE VERIFICATION 
CHALLENGE 
Given the generic nature of vlb, this can be 
hooked up to register-based slave models, 
memory controllers, etc. In this article, we 
highlight the typical challenges in verifying a 
memory mapped slave with various regions, 
access policies, etc. 

Figure 6 on the next page captures  
the memory mapped architecture of a vlb 
slave design. The memory address space  
is fully configurable.

 

Figure 3. VLBus interface

Figure 4. VLB write

Figure 5. VLB read
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A typical functional coverage model  
for this target design implemented via  
a uvm_subscriber is shown in Figure 7. 

Given the wide range of memory regions  
and access modes, this design required  
several UVM sequences to get reasonable 
coverage. A typical UVM test achieved around 
5% coverage with long running tests getting  
up to 15-20%. 

We decided to try out inFact on this design  
with the UVM setup to see how the flow  
to a graph-based environment looks. 

 
STEPS IN INFACT TO GET  
THE COVERAGE GRAPH 
The first step in deploying any 
new tool is in importing an 
existing code base to the new 
tool. With Questa inFact, a handy 
import wizard is available that 
reads existing SystemVerilog/
UVM testbenches. It creates 
a configuration for importing 
SystemVerilog classes and 
covergroups from the  
testbench environment.

At times a reusable verification 
environment may have more 
coverage points than necessary. 
Questa inFact provides the ability 
to choose various coverpoints 
and crosses to define a coverage 
strategy. Refering to Figure 
9, inside the stimulus tab, the 
coverage tab can be used to  
select which coverpoints and 
crosses are imported to create  
the inFact coverage strategy.

Figure 6. VLB coverage space

Figure 7. VLB coverage model in SystemVerilog

Figure 8. Questa® inFact testbench import wizard
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With a coverage strategy defined, 
the state-space can now be viewed 
as a graph within Questa inFact. 
A CDF file is generated from the 
stimulus tab (as shown in Figure 9). 
Questa inFact also includes a viewer 
for CDF files that displays the state-
space as a graph, as shown  
in Figure 10.

 
RESULTS AND NEXT STEPS

With the given vlb slave DUT and 
the configurable address space, 

we needed to explore alternate, better 
approaches than the typical constrained 
random verification that includes redundancy 
be definition. Graph-based techniques 
promise a bright future to handle this task. 
However, the key to any new technology will 
be a gradual migration path to it from existing 
standards, such as UVM.  In this article, we 
shared how we are able to import an existing 
UVM based environment to the Questa inFact 
tool through its testbench import capabilities. 
It works best when we have a robust functional 
coverage model, that can be easily migrated 
to a graph using inFact and visualized. Once 
a basic graph is available, inFact allows users 
to set a coverage goal and generates UVM 
sequences to achieve 100% coverage with 
minimal redundant stimuli. 

Some of the results of our coverage state-
space and the number of random UVM 
sequences/transactions it takes to close  
the coverage is shown in Figure 11.

 

Figure 10. Questa® inFact CDF file viewer

Figure 9. Questa® inFact stimulus tab

Figure 11. Number of transactions versus  
functional coverage for a peripheral IP
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From the table above it is clear that a graph-
based approach to functional coverage closure 
can lead to substantial gains in terms of the 
number of transactions needed to hit coverage 
goals. This is a big motivation for our consulting 
team to encourage customers to adopt this new 
technology and also to pave a way to portable 
stimulus as a next step. We reiterate that 
bridging UVM to PSS is critical for the industry 
to start adopting newer standards. This article 
shows how a graph layer can be quickly built 
around existing UVM. 
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WHAT IS PORTABLE STIMULUS? 
Over the past few years, lots of energy  
has been invested in improving the 
productivity and quality-of-results of design 
verification. The bulk of this effort has focused 
on techniques that are most applicable at 
the block level. These techniques — such as 
constrained-random transaction generation, 
functional coverage, and the UVM — have  
had a dramatic positive improvement  
on verification quality and productivity. 
However, while these techniques have been 
successful at the block level, verification 
continues to be increasingly challenging  
at the subsystem and SoC levels, and thus 
 a new approach is called for. 

Both commercial and in-house tools have been 
developed to improve the productivity and 
efficiency of verification. Mentor’s Questa® 
inFact™ is one example of a commercial tool 
that raises the level of abstraction (boosting 
productivity), increases test-generation 
efficiency, and can be applied across a wide 
variety of verification environments. 

As interest in bringing automated tests to 
environments beyond transaction-oriented 
block-level environments has increased, 
so has interest in having a standardized 
input-specification language with which to 
specify these tests. In response, Accellera 
launched a working group, titled the 
Portable Stimulus Working Group (PSWG), 
to collect requirements, garner technology 
contributions, and specify a standardized 
input language that can be used to specify 

test intent that can be targeted to a variety 
of verification platforms. Mentor has been 
participating and driving the activity in the 
PSWG, and we’ve contributed our technology 
and expertise to the standardization process.

The goals of portable stimulus are illustrated 
by the figure below. Specifically, the concept 
is to have a single description of test intent 
(the portable stimulus description) that can be 
targeted to IP-level, subsystem-level, and SoC-
level verification and be able to implement 
that test intent in a way that is appropriate to 
the verification engine used for that type of 
verification. 

In addition to describing the goals of portable 
stimulus, it’s also important to emphasize 
what it is not. A portable stimulus description 
doesn’t force all descriptions to be at a  
single level of abstraction or force all test 

Automating Tests with Portable  
Stimulus from IP to SoC Level   
by Matthew Ballance, Mentor Graphics
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intent to be done in a single, limited way.  
As we’ll see, there are multiple elements  
to the portable stimulus specification currently 
being developed by the PSWG, and users have 
the flexibility to describe their test intent in the 
way that is most natural to their verification 
task. It’s also important to note that it is the 
creation of highly-efficient automated tests that 
the PSWG seeks to make portable. Portable 
stimulus is not just a collection of “lowest 
common denominator” techniques that can 
easily be supported across all verification 
engines. Further, the Accellera Portable 
Stimulus Specification (PSS) is not intended 
to be a replacement for existing procedural 
languages, such as C/C++ or SystemVerilog. 
Since reuse of code in these existing languages 
is critical, Accellera PSS provides mechanisms 
to reuse behavior described in these languages 
and others.

 
PORTABLE STIMULUS 
FUNDAMENTALS 
Portable stimulus seeks to raise the level of 
abstraction and enable users to automate 
testing of the complex scenarios that emerge in 
subsystem- and SoC-level verification. However, 
the PSS under development by the Accellera 
PSWG builds on the base of constraint-based, 
transaction-level verification, which is already 
well-understood and widely deployed today. 
On top of these fundamental features, the 
Accellera PSS provides features squarely 
targeted at enabling complex SoC-level 
scenarios to be productively captured  
by the user and efficiently realized.

Thus, the Accellera PSS supports random  
and non-random data fields and structures, 
familiar SystemVerilog constraints, and 
inheritance patterns familiar from object-
oriented languages. 

Building up scenarios in SystemVerilog is done 
by mixing constrained-random generation with 
procedural code. This introduces limitations, 
in terms of being able to reuse scenarios and 
customize them without changing the original 
code. Accellera PSS provides an action as a 
primitive element of behavior, as well as a way 
to encapsulate complex behaviors in a way 
that can easily be reused and customized. 
Within complex actions, sequential and 
parallel execution of sub-actions, as well as 
repetitions over sub-actions, can be specified. 
The behavior within an action is specified in a 
declarative manner that enables a high degree 
of automation and static analysis. 

Accellera PSS provides dedicated constructs  
for modeling the resource requirements of 
actions as well as data exchanges between 
actions in a scenario. This enables a user to 
describe the rules that bound legal scenarios, 
and allows a tool to automatically create 
complex legal scenarios based on those rules  
— much as data constraints specify the bounds 
of a legal transaction, enabling a constraint 
solver to automate generation of many  
legal transactions.

 
PORTABLE STIMULUS  
AT THE BLOCK LEVEL 
There is an enormous benefit to applying 
portable stimulus in block-level verification 
environments. Portable stimulus tools require 
very efficient and targeted test generation, 
because of the requirement to efficiently 
generate tests for SoC-level environments. 
In a block-level environment, efficient test 
generation achieves functional coverage goals 
more quickly and finds bugs earlier in the 
verification cycle. Users of Mentor’s Questa 
inFact, for example, have typically found that  
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the tool is 10–100x more efficient than random 
generation at achieving coverage goals, 
enabling them to find bugs more quickly and 
extend the scope of their coverage without 
increasing simulation resources.

The example used in this article is a multi-
channel DMA engine. As is typical with 
DMA engines of this type, memory-transfer 
operations are characterized by a transfer 
descriptor that captures the transfer size, 
source and destination addresses, address 
increment settings, and detailed transfer 
options. At the block level, we want to 
comprehensively exercise combinations  
of these transfer-descriptor fields in order  
to comprehensively verify the  
DMA implementation. 

A simplified view of the UVM testbench 
surrounding this IP is shown below. The DMA 
engine is exercised using a UVM sequence 
that programs registers within the DMA 
engine according to a DMA descriptor class.

 

REUSING SV CONSTRAINTS 
The DMA descriptor class contains fields  
and constraints that define a valid DMA 
transfer. The ability to leverage this 
existing description from a portable 
stimulus description is important, since 
an engineer has invested time to correctly 
capture the constraints, and since the rest 
of the environment is driven by this class. 
Fortunately, the transaction-level subset of 
Accellera PSS overlaps with the SystemVerilog 
constraint subset to an extent that many 
SystemVerilog constraint-based descriptions 
can be converted to PSS descriptions. 

 class wb_dma_descriptor 
  extends uvm_sequence item;
 `uvm_object_utils 
             (wb_dma_descriptor)
 
  rand bit[5:0] channel;
  rand bit  mode;
 
  rand bit  inc_src;
  rand bit  inc_dst;
  rand bit  src_sel;
  rand bit  dst_sel;
 
  rand bit[31:0] src_addr;
  rand bit[31:0] dst_addr;
 
  rand bit[11:0] tot_sz;
  rand bit[8:0] chk_sz;
 
  constraint channel_c {
    channel inside {[0:30]};
  }
 
  constraint tot_sz_c {
    tot_sz > 0;
  }
 
  constraint chk_sz_c {
    chk_sz > 0;
  }
 
endclass

struct wb_dma_descriptor {
    rand bit[5:0] channel;
    rand bit mode;

    rand bit inc_src;
    rand bit inc_dst;
    rand bit src_sel;
    rand bit dst_sel;
 
    rand bit[31:0] src_addr;
    rand bit[31:0] dst_addr;

    rand bit[11:0] tot_sz;
    rand bit[8:0] chk_sz;
    
    constraint channel_c {
        channel inside [0..30];
    }

    constraint tot_sz_c {
        tot_sz > 0;
    }

    constraint chk_sz_c {
        chk_sz > 0;
    }
}

SystemVerilog  PSS
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Questa inFact provides an import tool for 
exactly this purpose. A comparison of the 
original SystemVerilog class and PSS struct is 
shown above. Importing the SystemVerilog 
description and making it available inside a 
PSS description leverages the effort invested 
in creating the sequence-level description in 
SystemVerilog, makes getting started with PSS 
easier, and ensures that the PSS description 
stays in sync with any changes made to the 
sequence item on the SystemVerilog side. 

 
SPECIFYING  
PRIMITIVE OPERATIONS 
Now we will describe the most basic DMA 
operation: a DMA transfer. In a portable 
stimulus description, the data and behavior  
of an operation is encapsulated in an action.

 

As shown above, an action is declared within 
a component, which encapsulates resources 
shared by multiple actions. At this basic block-
level of verification, we don’t need anything 
special in our wb_dma_c component. Our  
do_dma action simply captures a random  
wb_dma_descriptor struct field. We’ll fill in  
the implementation details later.

DESCRIBING SCENARIOS 
From a test perspective, one of the first things 
we might want to do is simply generate a series 
of single DMA transfers. We describe our 
testing scenarios inside actions, just like our 
primitive operations. Since our test scenarios 

are themselves composed of actions, we add an 
Activity Graph (keyword: activity) to specify the 
relationships between sub-actions.

 

Note that we declare our simple_xfer action 
within a component. This component contains 
an instance of the wb_dma_c component that 
declares the do_dma action. Our simple_xfer 
action simply runs 256 repetitions of the  
do_dma action.

 

We might want to extend our testing a bit to 
perform two back-to-back DMA transfers, 
with the constraint that the channel used by 
the two transfers are different. This should 
provoke more-interesting activity within the 
DMA controller. Note how we can constrain the 
random fields of an action instance from above 
— something that is challenging to do with  
a directed-random sequence.

component wb_dma_c {
  import wb_dma_pkg::*;
  
  action do_dma {
    rand wb_dma_descriptor  desc;
  }
  
}

component wb_dma_block_c {
  
  wb_dma_c      dma;
  
  action simple_xfer {
    do_dma    xfer;
    
    activity {
      repeat (256) {
        xfer;
      }
    }
  }
}

  action back2back_xfer {
    do_dma    xfer1, xfer2;
    
    constraint { xfer1.desc.channel != xfer2.desc.channel; }
    
    activity {
      repeat (256) {
        xfer1;
        xfer2;
      }
    }
  }
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SPECIFYING THE  
ENVIRONMENT INTERFACE 
Thus far, we haven’t worried much about how 
our actions will connect to the UVM testbench 
environment. The type extension capability 
provided by PSS makes it easy to layer in our 
interface to the environment without needing 
to change any of the actions or components 
we’ve already described.

In our UVM testbench, stimulus is driven by 
a UVM sequence that generates wb_dma_
descriptor sequence items. We’ll want to 
integrate our PSS description inside a UVM 
sequence and also have it generate wb_dma_
descriptor sequence items — but with the 
field values selected by our portable stimulus 
tool instead of using regular SystemVerilog 
constrained-random. 

PSS packages provide a great way to 
encapsulate environment specifics, and we 
use a package here to contain the specifics of 
how our do_dma action will integrate with our 
UVM sequence. Specifically, we assume our 
sequence provides a task named do_item that 
accepts and executes a wb_dma_descriptor 
sequence item. The import statement 
specifies the signature of this external 
method. 

Next, we need to specify how the  
do_dma action uses this imported  
method. PSS provides exec blocks to specify  

the relationship between PSS entities and  
external code. The body type of an exec  
block specifies execution-time behavior (much 
as the UVM sequence body task does). In 
this case, we specify that the execution-time 
behavior of the do_dma action is to pass the 
wb_dma_descriptor field to the do_item task.

And with that, we’re done! Our new PSS-
drive UVM sequence can now drive the UVM 
testbench, with the advantage that we can 
much more efficiently exercise the DMA 
transfer modes. 

 
PORTABLE STIMULUS AT 
SUBSYSTEM AND SOC LEVEL 
At the subsystem and SoC levels, both  
what is verified and how it is verified change.  
Now instead of focusing on verifying the 
implementation of the DMA engine, we’re 
more interested in how the DMA engine 
is integrated with the other blocks in the 
subsystem or SoC. What’s also different, 
especially at the SoC level, is that we have 
an embedded processor, and we will want 
to drive at least some test activity with code 
running on that processor.

package wb_dma_block_uvm_pkg {
  import void do_item(wb_dma_descriptor desc);
  
  extend action wb_dma_pkg::do_dma {
    exec body {
      do_item(desc);
    }
  }
}
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For a subsystem-level environment, we might 
start with a block diagram similar to what is 
shown below.

The DMA engine is now in the context of a 
subsystem that includes a processor (stubbed 
out with a bus functional model) and other IP.

Bringing our PSS description forward into this 
subsystem/SoC environment can be done in 
two steps: 

1. Model the requirements of our  
scenario-level testing

2. Specify the new environment integration
 
As mentioned before, our goal in this 
environment is to verify the integration with  
the other IP in the subsystem. To do so, we 
will run multiple, parallel DMA transfers. The 
first thing we will do is extend our dma_c 
component to specify the resources available 
— in this case, 31 DMA channels. Also, we 
will create a new action type that consumes 
a DMA channel and specifies its data-flow 
requirements.

 

Our updated DMA component  
and action now specify:

• The DMA has 31 channel resources  
(using the pool of resources)

• Each DMA operation takes a source  
memory buffer and produces a  
destination memory buffer

• Each do_mem2mem_dma operation  
(which inherits from do_dma) requires access 
to a DMA channel (using the lock field)

• The channel specified in the DMA descriptor 
must be the same as the channel assigned  
to the DMA operation

• The source and destination addresses  
used for the DMA operation must match  
the source and destination memory buffer

 

  action do_dma {
    rand wb_dma_descriptor  desc;
  }
  
  action do_mem2mem_dma : do_dma {
    input membuf_s       src;
    output membuf_s    dst;
    
    lock channel_s channel;
    
    constraint channel_c { desc.channel == channel.instance_id; }
    
    constraint addr_c {
      desc.src_addr == src.addr;
      desc.dst_addr == dst.addr;
    }
  }
}

component aes_c {
  resource struct aes_s { };
  pool [1] aes_s    aes;
  bind aes {*};

  action do_encrpyt {
    input membuf_s      in_data;
    lock  aes_s      aes;
   

component wb_dma_c {
  import wb_dma_pkg::*;
  
  resource struct channel_s { };
  
  pool [31] channel_s    channels;
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Filling in a bit more detail, we create an aes_c 
component to model operations on the 
AES block. Note that the do_encrypt action 
takes a memory buffer and that we’ve forced 
the address of input data to be the buffer 
address of the AES block. Constraints on the 
membuf_s input are bi-directional, so this 
constraint forces the DMA to target the AES 
device when a do_mem2mem_dma action 
sends data to a do_encrypt action. We also 
use a resource pool in the aes_c component 
to specify that only a single operation can 
occur on the AES block at a given time.

Finally, we specify a component to represent 
our system that specifies the available 
resources (DMA and AES blocks), and we 
specify a top-level action to perform parallel 
DMA transfers. Note that we’ve only captured 
the fact that we want to perform four parallel 
DMA operations. This is a partial specification: 
we don’t specify where the data should 
come from, or where it should go. The PSS 
processing tool will infer and connect the 
appropriate actions to ensure legal scenarios 
are generated. Specifically:

• Each of the four parallel transfers  
occurs on a different DMA channel

• Only one operation can target  
the AES block at a time

 
Partial specification is an incredibly powerful 
technique for generating complex test 
scenarios from a simple, concise specification.

 
SOC-LEVEL INTEGRATION 
In our subsystem-level environment, where 
DMA transfers are still driven by a sequence, 
we can reuse the same style of integration 
with the UVM environment that we did in the 
block-level environment. At the SoC level, 
our test will use utility functions written in C 
to program the DMA. In many cases, these 
utility functions will be the beginning of driver 
routines to later be used within an OS driver. 
Having our integration tests call these same 
utility routines provides an additional level of 
confidence in these utility routines, as well as 
exercising the integration of hardware IP (see 
code snippit on the following page).

 

    // Force the destination address to be the address of the AES block 
    constraint { in_data.addr == 0x8000000; }
  }
}

component wb_dma_soc_c {
  wb_dma_c dma;
  aes_c  aes;
  
  pool membuf_s   mem_pool;
  bind mem_pool {*};

  action src_data_a {
    output membuf_s  out;
    // Address inside the DDR region
    constraint { out_data.addr inside [0x10000000..0x1000FFFF];}
  }

  action parallel_xfer {
    do_mem2mem_dma  x1, x2, x3, x4;
    
    activity {
      repeat (256) {
        parallel {
          x1;
          x2;
          x3;
          x4;
        }
      }
    }
  }  
}
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Just as with our block-level environment, we 
can extend our core PSS description to layer 
in the environment specifics. In this case, we 
describe the C API that we will call (wb_dma_
drv_single_xfer), and we provide the definition 
of an exec block for the do_dma action that 
calls this API and passes values from the  
DMA descriptor.

 

BOOST PRODUCTIVITY  
WITH PORTABLE STIMULUS 
Portable stimulus tools help to raise the level 
of test description and enable modeling of 
scenarios that would be very challenging to 
create with directed and transaction-level 
constrained-random tests. As a result, they 
enable automated creation of more unique 
tests. As we’ve seen through the example 
used in this article, features of the Accellera 
PSS input specification enable test intent to be 
retargeted to different environments, while the 
core of the description remains environment 
independent. We’ve also seen that random 
fields and constraints can be easily brought in 
from existing SystemVerilog descriptions  
and that key components of the standard  
can be adopted incrementally, making it  
easy to get started.

So the next time you face a verification task  
that exceeds the capabilities of directed  
or constrained-random tests, think about 
applying portable stimulus.

package wb_dma_soc_pkg {

  import void wb_dma_drv_single_xfer(
    bit[31:0]   channel,
    bit[31:0]   src,
    bit[31:0]   inc_src,
    bit[31:0]   dest,
    bit[31:0]   inc_dst,
    bit[31:0]   sz);
    
  extend action do_dma {
    exec body {
      wb_dma_drv_single_xfer(
        desc.channel, desc.src_addr, desc.inc_src,
        desc.dst_addr, desc.inc_dst,
        desc.tot_sz);
    }   
  }
}
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UVM is the most widely used Verification 
methodology for functional verification of 
digital hardware (described using Verilog, 
SystemVerilog or VHDL at appropriate 
abstraction level). It is based on OVM and is 
developed by Accellera. It consists of base 
libraries written in SystemVerilog which 
enables the end user to create testbench 
components faster using these base libraries. 
Due to its benefits such as reusability, 
efficiency and automation macros it is a widely 
accepted verification methodology. 

UVM has a lot of features so it’s difficult 
for a new user to use it efficiently. A better 
efficiency can be obtained by customizing the 
UVM base library and applying certain tips and 
tricks while building UVM testbenches, which 
is mainly the purpose of this article.

The Aim of this Article:

1. Focus on the common mistakes made by 
 the novice engineers or experienced users 
 while working on UVM Methodology.

2. Tricks to enhance the productivity using 
 UVM Methodology.

3. Conventions for using UVM 
 methodology features.

4. Common hierarchy giving well defined 
 architecture which is easy to understand 
 and manage.

 
Most of the engineers which are new to UVM 
or have RTL experience may not be able to 
create efficient and productive testbenches 
due to unfamiliarity with the OOPS concepts, 

UVM base class library and UVM verification 
environment architecture. 

This article will furnish several examples 
to improve the performance of the UVM 
testbench by applying different optimizing 
techniques to random access generation, 
configuration database, objection mechanism, 
sequence generation, loop usage.

 
INTRODUCTION 
The rise in level of complexity of the chips  
due to the addition of more features has  
direct impact on the level of abstraction at 
which the chips are designed and moreover  
on the verification of these chips which 
consumes almost 70 percent of the time to 
verify these chips. 

Therefore, there is a requirement for a 
common verification platform which can 
provide standard structure, and standard 
base libraries with features such as 
reusability, simplicity and easy to understand 
structure. UVM methodology fulfills all these 
requirements and is universally an accepted 
common verification platform. 

This is the reason why UVM is being supported 
by major vendors (Mentor®, Synopsys® and 
Cadence®) which is not the case with the other 
verification methodology developed thus far.

All aims mentioned above are explained  
in detail below.

UVM Tips and Tricks   
by Sandeep Nasa and Shankar Arora, Logic Fruit Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
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1. COMMON UVM MISTAKES  
AND THEIR RESOLUTION WITH  
TIPS AND TRICKS:

1.1 Use of Macros to Overcome Errors  
Faced in Package: 
In case of UVM project, source files are added 
in the packages by using `include directive. So, 
in bigger projects there might be a condition 
when two packages might include the same 
files and these packages may be included in 
the same scope. These may result in compile 
time errors. So, to overcome such a scenario, it 
is necessary to make proper use of compilation 
directives such as `ifndef, `ifdef and macros such 
as `define.  

For example: consider a testbench that includes 
several files as shown below: 

So, in this case we observe that both the pack-
ages contain the same file adder_design.sv. 
Hence, the compilation of the top module may 
result in compilation error -> “multiple times 
declaration” since the adder_design file  
is included twice and code is duplicated.

Therefore, to prevent this error we need  
to write file adder_design.sv as shown below:

So, in this case before including code we are 
specifically checking if ADDER_DESIGN is 
defined or not (by using `ifndef macro), if not 
defined only then define it by using (`define) 
macro and add the adder code. This overcomes 
the error encountered in Example 1 since at 
the time of compiling package pkg2, it will find 
that ADDER_DESIGN parameter was already 
defined. Therefore, it won’t add the code 
present in this file again and overcome multiply 
defined error.

In addition it is recommended to place the most 
frequently used files inside a package and then 
import it inside other components. This is more 
efficient than using `include for file inclusion in 
components separately, because code inside 
the package will compile only once but code 
added using `include will compile as many 
times as it is present. Moreover, it is much easier 
to refer only to selected parameters, functions 
and tasks from packages as compared to using 
`include file directives, which cause all file 
contents to be added and compiled, even if we 
never use them.

1.2 Use of Fork-join_none Inside for Loop 
Sometimes we are getting issues while using 
fork-join in for loop, the issue along with 
resolution is explained below with example.

Problem: Whenever a fork-join_none block 
is used inside a for loop for executing several 

1. package        pkg1;
  `include “adder_design.sv”
  `include “tb.sv”
             endpackage
2. package pkg2;
  `include “adder_design.sv”
  `include “adder_tb.sv”
              endpackage
3.  module top()
  import pkg1::*;
  import pkg2::*;
                               endmodule

`ifndef ADDER_DESIGN
         `define ADDER_DESIGN
          ......... adder_design logic .........
`endif
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threads in parallel and takes loop parameter 
as an input, the generated result holds only 
the last value of the variable. For example if 
the code along with its simulated output is  
as written below:

The code above gets successfully compiled 
but does not produce expected results since it  
will only print the last value of “i” i.e. 4 for each  
iteration of the loop. The reason for this prob-
lem is given in the SystemVerilog LRM Section 
9.6 which states that “The parent process 
continues to execute concurrently with all the 
processes spawned by the fork. The spawned 
processes do not start executing until the 
parent thread executes a blocking statement.”

Solution: The solution to the given problem 
is also suggested in the LRM which states that 
“Automatic variables declared in the scope 
of the fork…join block shall be initialized to 
the initialization value whenever execution 
enters their scope, and before any processes 
are spawned. These variables are useful in 
processes spawned by looping constructs to 
store unique, per-iteration data.”

Therefore, in this case the variable l is 
declared as automatic and for every loop  
 

iteration, a new value is allocated to variable l 
and passed to the respective task.

The modified code along with output is  
as shown below:

1.3 Improving the Randomization Techniques 
Various scenarios are explained below for 
improving randomization.

a. SystemVerilog UVM sequence generates 
interesting scenarios by randomizing and 
constraining the data items of the transaction 
class.  

Generally, the constraints are specified in the 
transaction item class. SystemVerilog also 
allows you to add in-line constraints in the 
sequence body, by using the `randomize()  
with `construct. 

These in-line constraints will override the 
transaction class constraints and provide one 
more control from top level. The following 
example shows a common mistake and its 
resolution, as shown on the following page: 

 

module top;
       initial begin
 for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++)begin
        fork
          display(i);
       join_none
 end
 task display(int i);
                   $display(“i = %d”, i);
              endtask
endmodule
 Output:  i = 4
  i = 4
  i = 4
  i = 4

module top;
        initial begin
 for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++)
      fork
          automatic int l = i;
          display(l);
      join_none
           end
           task display(int i);
  $display(“i = %d”, i);
            endtask
endmodule
 Output:  i = 0
  i = 1
  i = 2
  i = 3
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Here the “with” feature is used to override 
the address but instead the code generates a 
transaction with addr as hbfdf5196. So why is 
the intended value of trans.addr not applied 
with the inline trans.addr == addr constraint.

The problem arises when you try to make the 
transaction item address equal to the address 
in the calling sequence class using the above 
in-line constraint. The result is undesirable since 
the constraint will actually cause the seq_item 
address (trans.addr) to be equal to itself. This 
gotcha in SystemVerilog arises because we 
have addr as a variable defined in both the 
transaction class as well as the sequence class. 
SystemVerilog scoping rules pick the variable 
which is part of the object being randomized.

The SystemVerilog P1800-2012 LRM states that: 

“Unqualified names in an unrestricted in-lined 
constraint block are then resolved by searching 
first in the scope of the randomize() with 
object class followed by a search of the scope 
containing the method call —the local scope.”

In order to overcome the above problem 
we can prefix `local::̀  before the address of 
sequence class seq. Thus, we could modify  
the code as:

  

Now with these modifications above code 
generates the following address: 

This use of “local::” makes sure that the 
constraint solver looks for the address following 
the local:: only in the local scope (i.e. the 
address in the sequence class seq). So, now  
the constraint will be the desired one which 
states that while randomizing the address  
of the transaction class, the constraint solver 
should make sure that the address of the 
transaction should be equal to the address  
in the sequence seq.

  

// Transaction class
class transaction extends uvm_sequence_item;
      rand [31:0] addr;
      rand [31:0] data;
endclass
// Sequence class
class seq extends uvm_sequence#(seq_item);
     bit [31:0] addr;
     task body();
           transaction trans;
           bit [31:0] addr = 32’h11001100;
           assert(trans.randomize() with {  trans.addr == addr; });
     endtask
endclass

class Ethernet;
     rand bit [3:0]payload[];
     task display();  
         $display(“Randomize Values”);
         $display(“-------------------------------”);
         $display(“payload : %p”,payload);
         $display(“-------------------------------”);
     endtask

// Transaction class
class transaction extends uvm_sequence_item;
            rand [31:0] addr;
            rand [31:0] data;
endclass
// Sequence class
class seq extends uvm_sequence#(seq_item);
            bit [31:0] addr;
       task body();
             transaction trans;
             bit [31:0] addr = 32’h11001100;
             assert(trans.randomize()
          with { trans.addr == local::addr; });
        endtask
endclass

# Name     Type               Size       Value
 # trans     transaction     -           @636
 # addr      integral          32        ‘h11001100
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b. Dynamic arrays declared as rand can  
be a source of error for some new users.  
It won’t randomize the size of dynamic array 
when we try to randomize it based on how  
the code is written. Consider the example  
of an Ethernet packet.  

Per the expectation, the call to randomize() 
must generate random values for the payload 
array. But unfortunately, this doesn’t happen. 
Instead, the randomize call will exit with no 
error, warning. The payload array has no value. 

Results:

 

The solution to this issue is that the size  
of the dynamic array or queue declared  
as rand should also be constrained. 

With the addition of constraint the result  
of the compilation is as below:

 

c. It’s very important to check the return value 
of the randomize() function while applying 
this function on the object of the transaction 
item type. The randomize() function returns 
1 if all the rand variables attain a valid value 
otherwise it returns zero. It is very important 
to check whether the randomization is 
successful or failed. In case randomization 
is not successful (due to invalid constraints 
or any other reason) then its rand variables 
will hold the previous values. But it’s always 
recommended that we should check the 
randomization using assert statement instead 
of using if statement because the use of assert 
statement makes sure that the simulation gets 
terminated when randomization fails.  

endclass
module test();
     Ethernet Eth;
         initial begin
              repeat(2)
                  begin
                     Eth=new();
                     assert (Eth.randomize());
                     Eth.display();
    end
           end
  endmodule

Randomized Values
--------------------------------------------------------------
payload  :  ‘ {}
--------------------------------------------------------------
Randomized Values
--------------------------------------------------------------
payload  :  ‘ {}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Randomized Values
--------------------------------------------------------------
payload  :  ‘ {‘he,  ‘h4, ‘h4, ‘h8}
--------------------------------------------------------------
Randomized Values
--------------------------------------------------------------
payload  :  ‘ {‘h6,  ‘he, ‘h5, ‘h3}
--------------------------------------------------------------

class Ethernet;
      rand bit [3:0]payload[];
      constraint c { payload.size() ==4;}
       task display();  
           $display(“Randomize Values”);
           $display(“-------------------------------”);
           $display(“payload : %p”,payload);
           $display(“-------------------------------”);
        endtask
endclass
module test();
      Ethernet Eth;
          initial begin
             repeat(2)
                 begin
                    Eth=new();
                    assert (Eth.randomize());
                    Eth.display();
                  end
              end
endmodule
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For example: 

In the code above we are not checking whether 
the return value of the randomize() function  
(for the Ethernet packet) is correct or not.  
Here is the result of randomization:

In this case, we can see that the source address 
holds the value of 5 and does not follow the 
constraint. Therefore, it is necessary to detect 
whether the randomized value matches the 
constraint or not but here no message is 
printed. So it’s important to check whether the 
randomized Ethernet packet satisfies the source 
address constraint for the Ethernet packet  
or not. This can be done either by using an  
if statement or by using an assertion. 

The solution with if statement is as below:

The result of this code is as below:

The solution with using assert for checking  
the successful randomization is as shown here: 

class Ethernet;
               rand bit [47:0] src_addr = 4’h5;
               rand bit [47:0] dest_addr;
               constraint c{src_addr > 48’h4;}
               constraint c1{src_addr == 48’h4;}
               task display();  
                   $display(“Randomize Values”);
                   $display(“-------------------------------”);
                   $display(“src_addr : %p”,src_addr);
                   $display(“-------------------------------”);
               endtask
           endclass
module test();
       Ethernet Eth;
           initial begin
              repeat(2)
                  begin
                      Eth=new();
                      Eth.randomize();
                      Eth.display();
                 end
           end
  endmodule

class Ethernet;
      rand bit [47:0] src_addr = 4’h5;
      rand bit [47:0] dest_addr;
      constraint c{src_addr > 48’h4;}
      constraint c1{src_addr == 48’h4;}
        task display();  
            $display(“Randomize Values”);
            $display(“-------------------------------”);

 class Ethernet;
      rand bit [47:0] src_addr = 4’h5;
      rand bit [47:0] dest_addr;
      constraint c{src_addr > 48’h4;}
      constraint c1{src_addr == 48’h4;}
      task display();  
            $display(“Randomize Values”);
            $display(“-------------------------------”);
            $display(“src_addr : %p”,src_addr);
            $display(“-------------------------------”);
      endtask

endclass

module test();
      Ethernet Eth;
          initial begin
              repeat(2)
                  begin
                      Eth=new();
                      If (Eth.randomize())

$error(“Randomization failed”);
                      Eth.display();
                   end
                 end
   endmodule

Randomized Values
--------------------------------------------------------------
src_addr :                              5
--------------------------------------------------------------

Error: “testbench.sv”, 23: test: at time 0 ns
Radomization failed
Randomized Values
--------------------------------------------------------------
src_addr :                              5
--------------------------------------------------------------
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So, in this case we get an error message that 
randomization failed and simulation stopped.

d. Some common issues related to random
variables are with variables defined as randc,
but the generated random results are not
perfectly cyclic because of the constraint
applied on them.

For example: Consider the following code:

The result of compilation of this code  
will give an error as mentioned below:

a1 = 0, b1 = 0

In this particular scenario, the problem  
occurs due to the conflict between constraint 
solving and cyclic randomization. This is also 
tool dependent. So, if the tool wants to solve 
one of the variables first, it has to compromise 
with the cyclic nature of the randc type of  
the variable.

So, in this case there are two options:

• Either to compromise with the intended
cyclic behavior (as previous results)

• The solution to the above problem is to
make sure that there is no conflict between
the generated randomized values (which
can be attained by removing constraint)

            $display(“src_addr : %p”,src_addr);
            $display(“-------------------------------”);
        endtask
 endclass

 module test();
      Ethernet Eth;
          initial begin
             repeat(2)
                begin
                   Eth=new();
                   assert(Eth.randomize());
                   Eth.display();
       end
     end
endmodule

class Ethernet;
    randc bit [1:0] a1;
    randc bit [6:0] b1;
    constraint c{(a1 != 2’b01) -> (b1<7’h10);

        (a1 == 2’b01) -> (b1>=7’h10);}
             task display();  
                 $display(“Randomize Values”);
                 $display(“-------------------------------”);
                 $display(“a1 : %p”,a1);
                 $display(“b1 : %p”,b1);
                 $display(“-------------------------------”);
              endtask
endclass
        module test();
              Ethernet Eth;

     initial begin
        repeat(2)
           begin
               Eth=new();

assert(Eth.randomize());
Eth.display();

         End
end
endmodule

//Results generated by the previous code
Error-[CNST-CIF] Constraints inconsistency
failure testbench.sv, 22
      Constraints are inconsistent and 
      cannot be solved. Please check
      the inconsistent constraints being
      printed above and rewrite them.

      “testbench.sv”, 22: test.unnamedSS_3.unnamedSS_2
started at 0ns failed at 0ns
Offending ‘Eth.randomize()’

        Randomize Values
………………………………………………………………
          src_addr:                 5
……………………………………………………………… 
          Time: 0ns
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The code with removed constraint is as below:

In this code we have removed the constraint 
which won’t conflict with the cyclic behavior  
of randc variables. This is the only solution  
to overcome this issue.  

 
2. TRICKS TO ENHANCE THE 
PRODUCTIVITY USING UVM 
METHODOLOGY

2.1 Avoid using uvm_config_db for Replicating 
the Changes between Components 
The “uvm_config_db” should not be used to 
communicate between different components 
of the testbench when the number of variables 
becomes too much. Instead it’s better to have 
a common object. By doing this we can avoid 
the calling of get and set functions and improve 
efficiency. For example, setting a new variable 
value inside one component and getting it 
inside a in another. 

For example: A less efficient way  
is shown below:

The more efficient way is as mentioned below:

The above code results in higher performance 
due to absence of the get() and set() calls 
used in the uvm_config_db along with the use 
of the expensive wait_modified() method. In 
this case, both the consumer and producer 
share the handle to the same object, therefore 
any change made to the id_value field in the 
producer becomes visible to the consumer 
component via handle. 

class Ethernet;
    randc bit [1:0] a1;
    randc bit [6:0] b1;
             task display();  
                 $display(“Randomize Values”);
                 $display(“-------------------------------”);
                 $display(“a1 : %p”,a1);
                 $display(“b1 : %p”,b1);
                 $display(“-------------------------------”);
              endtask
endclass

Producer component
int id_value = 0;
    forever begin
      `uvm_config_db#(int)::set(null,”*”, “id_value”, id_value);
        id_value++;
end

Consumer component
int id_value = 0;
     forever begin
`uvm_config_db#(int)::wait_modified(this,”*”,”id_value”);         
if(!uvm_config_db#(int)::get(this,””,”id_value”, id_value) begin
        `uvm_error(.......)
        end
end

Creation of config object
   //config object containing id_value field
packet_info_cfg pkt_cfg = packet_info_cfg::type_id::create 
                                                     (“pkt_info”);
//This created in the producer component and the consumer 
component has a handle to the object.

Producer component
//In the producer component
      forever begin  
           pkt_info.id_value = id_value;
           id_value++;
       end

Consumer component
//In the consumer component
        forever begin
             @(pkt_info.id_value);
               //Code to containing the logic using new id_value ---------
         end
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2.2 Minimize Factory Overrides  
for Stimulus Objects  
Using UVM factory provides an override 
feature where an object of one type can 
be substituted with an object of derived 
type without changing the structure of the 
testbench.  This feature could be applied 
to change the behavior of the generated 
transaction without modifying the testbench 
code. This override results in extended  
lookup in the factory each time the object 
gets created.

Therefore, to minimize the costly impact of  
this factory overriding, first create an object 
and then clone it each time it is used to avoid 
the use of factory. 

2.3 Avoid the Use of uvm_printer Class 
Initially, the uvm_printer class was designed 
to be used with uvm_field_macro in order to 
print the component hierarchy or transaction 
fields in several formats. This class comes  
with performance overhead.

This performance overhead can be  
avoided by using convert2string() method  
for objects. The method returns a string  
that can be displayed or printed using  
the UVM messaging macros.

2.4 Minimize the Use of get_register()  
or get_fields() in UVM Register Code 
The call to get_register() and get_fields() 
methods returns queues of object handles 
where queue is an unsized array. When  
these methods are called, they result in  
these queues getting populated which  
can be an overhead if the register model  
is of reasonable size. It is not worthy to 
repeatedly call these methods. So they  
should be called once or twice within a scope.

// Low performance code
class genrate_seq extends uvm_sequence#(seq_item);

    task body;
        seq_item item;
           repeat(200) begin
 item = seq_item::type_id::create(“item”);
 start_item(item);
 assert(item.randomize());
 finish_item(item);
     endtask

endclass 

//High performance code
class generate_seq extends uvm_sequence#(seq_item);
     task body;
seq_item orig_item =seq_item::type_id::create(“item”);
          seq_item item;
 
          repeat(200) begin
 $cast(item, orig_item.clone());
       start_item(item);
       assert(item.randomize());
       finish_item(item);
       endtask

//Low performance code
seq_item req = seq_item::type_id::create(“req”);

repeat(20) begin
       start_item(req);
       assert(req.randomize());
       finish_item(req);
       req.print();
end

//High Performance Code
seq_item req = seq_item::type_id::create(“req”);

repeat(20) begin
start_item(req);
assert(req.randomize());
finish_item(req);
 `uvm_info(“BUS_SEQ”, req.convert2string(), UVM_DEBUG)
end
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In the code above get_registers is called inside 
the loop which is less efficient.

In efficient code, call to get_registers is kept 
outside the repeat loop, so that only one call 
is made to get_registers() and avoids the 
overhead associated with the repeated call.

2.5 Use of UVM Objections 
UVM provides an objection mechanism to  
allow synchronization communication among 
different components which helps in deciding 
when to close the test. UVM has built-in 
objection for each phase, which provides  
a way for the components and objects to 
synchronize their activity.

Objections should only be used by the 
controlling threads, and it is also very necessary 
to place the objections in the run-time method 
of the top level test class, or in the body method 
of a virtual sequence. Using them in any other 
place is likely to be unnecessary and also cause 
a degradation in performance. 

The code above is less efficient since the 
objection is raised per sequence_item.

//Low performance code
      uvm_reg reg_i[$];
      randc i;
      int regs_no;
 
repeat(200) begin
         reg_i = decode.get_registers();
         regs_no = regs.size();
         repeat(regs_no) begin
 assert(this.randomize());
 assert(reg_i.randomize());
                  reg_i[i].update();
         end   
end

//High Performance Code
     uvm_reg reg_i[$];
     randc i;
     int regs_no; 

     reg_i = decode.get_registers(); 

    
 repeat(200) begin
         reg_i.shuffle();
         foreach(reg_i[i]) begin
 assert(reg_i[i].randomize());
                 reg_i[i].update();
         end
      end

//Low Performance code
class sequence extends uvm_sequence#(seq_item);
    //....................
     task body;
       uvm_objection objection = new(“objection”);
  seq_item item = seq_item::type_id::create(“item”);
        repeat(5) begin
 start_item(item);
 assert(item.randomize());
 objection.raise_objection(this);
 finish_item(item);
 objection.drop_objection(this);
        end

sequencer seqr;

     task body;
sequence seq = sequence::type_id::create(“seq”);
       seq.start(seqr);
     endtask
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The high performance code is given below. 

In this code, the objection is raised at the  
start of the sequence and dropped at the  
end, therefore enclosing all the seq_items 
sent to the driver.

2.6 Tip: Loop Performance Optimization 
a) The performance of a loop depends  

 on the work that is done inside the loop
b) The checks in the conditional portion of 

 the loop to determine whether it should 
 continue or not

 
Therefore, it’s recommended to keep the work 
within the loop to a minimum, and the checks 
that are made on the loop bound should have 
a minimum overhead.

For example: consider the dynamic array

This code above is not very efficient since 
the size of the array is calculated during each 
iteration of the loop. 

The efficiency of the code can be improved  
by calculating the size of the array outside  
the loop and assigning it to a variable which  
is then checked in the conditional portion  
of the loop.

So, in this case the size of the array is not 
calculated during every iteration of the loop. 
Instead it’s calculated before the starting  
of the loop.

2.7 In uvm_config_db set() or get() Method 
Calls, Use Specific Strings 
The regular expression algorithm used for 
search, attempts to find the closest match 
based on the UVM component’s position  
in the testbench hierarchy and the value  
of the key string. The use of wildcards in  
either the set() or get() function call results  
in unnecessary overhead. When the context  
 
 
 

//High Performance code
class sequence extends uvm_sequence#(seq_item);

task body;
seq_item item = seq_item::type_id::create(“item”);
repeat(5) begin
     start_item(item);
     assert(item.randomize());
     finish_item(item);
 end

  sequencer seqr;

task body;
   `uvm_objection objection = new(“objection”);
    sequence seq=    sequence::type_id::create(“seq”);
    objection.raise_objection(seqr);
    seq.start(seqr);
    objection.drop_objection(seqr);
endtask 

//Less efficient code
 int arr[];
 int total = 0;

 for(int i = 0;i< arr.size();i++) begin
 total += arr[i];
 end

//High Performance Code
 int arr[];
 int arr_size;
 int tot = 0;
 arr_size = arr.size();
 for(int i = 0; i < arr_size; i++) begin
        tot += arr[i];
 end
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string is set to “*”, this means that the entire 
component hierarchy will be searched for  
uvm_config_db settings before returning  
the result:

More efficient code:

Here in efficient code, we used particular 
hierarchy compared to “*” in less efficient code 
for scope of set parameter/object.

2.8 Use the Testbench Package  
to Pass Virtual Interface Handles 
Reduce the number of virtual interface handles 
passed via uvm_config_db from the TB module 
to the UVM environment. Generally uvm_
config_db can be used to pass virtual interfaces 
into the testbench. But it is recommended to 
minimize the number of uvm_config_db entries.

Efficient code below:

//Low Performance Code
sb_cfg = sb_config::type_id::create(“sb_cfg”);
uvm_config_db#(sb_config)::set(this, “*”, “*_config”, sb_cfg);

//In the env.sb component
sb_config cfg;
if(!uvm_config_db#(sb_config)::get(this,”  “, “_config”, cfg)) begin
     `uvm_error(....)
end

module top;
import uvm_pkg::*;
import test_pkg::*;
ahb_if AHB();
apb_if APB();
initial begin
   `uvm_config_db#(virtual ahb_if)::set(“uvm_test_top”, “ “,  “AHB”, 
AHB);
    `uvm_config_db#(virtual apb_if)::set(“uvm_test_top”, “ “, “APB”, 
APB);
     run_test();
end
class test extends uvm_component;

    ahb_agent_config ahb_cfg;
    apb_agent_config apb_cfg;

function void build_phase(uvm_phase phase);
        ahb_cfg = ahb_agent_config::type_id::create(“ahb_cfg”);
        if(!uvm_config_db#(virtual ahb_if)::get(this, “ “, “AHB”, ahb_
cfg.AHB)) begin
`uvm_error(“build_phase”, “AHB virtual interface not found in 
uvm_config_db”)
end
endfunction
endclass

package tb_if_pkg;

    virtual ahb_if AHB;
    virtual apb_if APB;

endpackage

class test extends uvm_component;

     ahb_agent_config ahb_cfg;
     apb_agent_config apb_cfg;

function void build_phase(uvm_phase phase);
      ahb_cfg = ahb_agent_config::type_id::create(“ahb_cfg”);
      ahb_cfg.AHB = tb_if_pkg::AHB;
      apb_cfg = apb_agent_config::type_id::create(“apb_cfg”);
      apb_cfg.APB = tb_if_pkg::APB;
  endfunction
endclass

sb_cfg = sb_config::type_id::create(“sb_cfg”);

uvm_config_db#(sb_config)::set(this, “env.sb”, “sb_config”, 
sb_cfg);

In the env.sb component
sb_config cfg;
if(!uvm_config_db#(sb_config)::get(this, “ “, “sb_config”, cfg)) 
begin
      `uvm_error(..........)
end
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The second example shows how a shared 
package passes the virtual interface handles 
from the top level testbench module to the 
UVM test class. The uvm_config_db::set()  
and get() calls get eliminated and also the 
entry from uvm_config_db for each virtual 
interface handle got eliminated. When the 
virtual interface handles are used more, a 
significant improvement in the performance  
is observed.

 
3. CONVENTIONS FOR USING 
UVM METHODOLOGY FEATURES 
a. It is a good practice to set the variables 
used in different files to be declared in a 
single file by using `define macro so that they 
can be referred by that name and moreover 
any update in the value will be changed only 
in that file in which the variable is defined and 
the change will be reflected in all the files.

For example: consider an Ethernet packet 
which has several fields of different size but 
the size of some of the fields are fixed (except 
payload field). Suppose initially we set the size 
of the data field to some fixed size:

And when we go deep into the hierarchy of 
the Ethernet packet, we can explore further 
fields deep in the hierarchy of the Ethernet 
packet some of them with the same size. 

So we can define the size of all the fields in 
one file. So, in the other files which needs  
 
 

to refer to the size of these fields we can just 
refer them by their names.

Now suppose we need to generate packets  
of data with size 200 bytes. So, instead of 
making changes in all the files referring to  
the size of the data, we can just change it in 
the file where we defined the data size.

Now the Ethernet packets will have data  
of size 200 bytes (1600 bits) and all the files 
referring to the data size will be automatically 
updated with the data size 200 bytes.

b. All the enum fields should be placed  
in a separate file. 

For example: consider the examples of an 
open source libtins. Since we can put different 
types of packets in the Ethernet packet,  
we can define them in a single file and  
then refer them as required in other files.

 

 

 

Like: Preamble is of 8 bytes.
          Destination Address is of 6 bytes
          Source Address is of 6 bytes
          Type field is of 2 bytes
          Data field is of 100 bytes 
          CRC is of 4 bytes Tins::PDU* pdu_from_flag(PDU::PDUType type, const uint8_t* 

buffer, uint32_t size) {
    switch(type) {
        case Tins::PDU::ETHERNET_II:
            return new Tins::EthernetII(buffer, size);
       case Tins::PDU::IP:
            return new Tins::IP(buffer, size);
        case Tins::PDU::IPv6:
            return new Tins::IPv6(buffer, size);
        case Tins::PDU::ARP:
            return new Tins::ARP(buffer, size);
        case Tins::PDU::IEEE802_3:
            return new Tins::IEEE802_3(buffer, size);
        case Tins::PDU::PPPOE:

For example:  `define Pream_size 64
           `define Dest_addr_size 48
           `define Sour_addr_size 48
           `define type_field_size 16
           `define data_size 800 
           `define crc_size  32

        `define data_size          1600
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These are defined in the internal.cpp files in 
the libtins project and are referred by the files 
which have a header for different packets.

 
4. COMMON HIERARCHY GIVING 
WELL DEFINED ARCHITECTURE 
WHICH IS EASY TO UNDERSTAND 
AND MANAGE 
It is better to create a proper project hierarchy 
to keep and manage and handle the project 
easily. For example the screenshot shows that 
how the different files are arranged in different 
project directories (test cases, sequences, 
architecture and design).

Constants::Ethernet::e pdu_flag_to_ether_type 
                                         (PDU::PDUType flag) {
    switch (flag) {
        case PDU::IP:
            return Constants::Ethernet::IP;
        case PDU::IPv6:
            return Constants::Ethernet::IPV6;
        case PDU::ARP:
            return Constants::Ethernet::ARP;
case PDU::DOT1Q:
            return Constants::Ethernet::VLAN;
        case PDU::PPPOE:
            return Constants::Ethernet::PPPOED;
        case PDU::MPLS:
            return Constants::Ethernet::MPLS;
        case PDU::RSNEAPOL:
        case PDU::RC4EAPOL:
            return Constants::Ethernet::EAPOL;
        default:

            if (Internals::pdu_type_registered<EthernetII>(flag)) {
                return static_cast<Constants::Ethernet::e>(
                    Internals::pdu_type_to_id<EthernetII>(flag)
                );
            }
            return Constants::Ethernet::UNKNOWN;
    }
}

            return new Tins::PPPOE(buffer, size);
                 #ifdef TINS_HAVE_DOT11
            case Tins::PDU::RADIOTAP:
            return new Tins::RADIOTAP(buffer, size); 
            case Tins::PDU::DOT11:
            case Tins::PDU::DOT11_ACK:
            case Tins::PDU::DOT11_ASSOC_REQ:
            case Tins::PDU::DOT11_ASSOC_RESP:
            case Tins::PDU::DOT11_AUTH:
            case Tins::PDU::DOT11_BEACON:
            case Tins::PDU::DOT11_BLOCK_ACK:
            case Tins::PDU::DOT11_BLOCK_ACK_REQ:
            case Tins::PDU::DOT11_CF_END:
            case Tins::PDU::DOT11_DATA:
            case Tins::PDU::DOT11_CONTROL:
            case Tins::PDU::DOT11_DEAUTH:
            case Tins::PDU::DOT11_DIASSOC:
            case Tins::PDU::DOT11_END_CF_ACK:
            case Tins::PDU::DOT11_MANAGEMENT:
            case Tins::PDU::DOT11_PROBE_REQ:
            case Tins::PDU::DOT11_PROBE_RESP:
            case Tins::PDU::DOT11_PS_POLL:
           case Tins::PDU::DOT11_REASSOC_REQ:
            case Tins::PDU::DOT11_REASSOC_RESP:
            case Tins::PDU::DOT11_RTS:
            case Tins::PDU::DOT11_QOS_DATA:
                return Tins::Dot11::from_bytes(buffer, size);
        #endif // TINS_HAVE_DOT11
        default:
            return 0;
    };
}
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CONCLUSION 
In summary, the article focuses on the 
common mistakes made by the novice in 
verification and provides the solution to 
these problems through various tips and 
programming examples. Moreover, the 
article also suggests various tricks which 
can be applied to enhance the performance 
of UVM Testbenches. It also covers various 
conventions to be followed for making the 
code simpler and how to maintain the  
project hierarchy. 
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INTRODUCTION  
The Questa® Power Aware (PA) dynamic 
simulator (PA-SIM) provides a wide range of 
automated assertions in the form of dynamic 
sequence checkers that cover every possible 
PA dynamic verification scenario. However, 
design specific PA verification complexities 
may arise from adoption of one or a multiple 
of power dissipation reduction techniques, 
from a multitude of design features — like 
UPF strategies — as well as from target design 
implementation objectives. Hence, apart from 
tool automated checks and PA annotated 
testbenches, additional and customized PA 
assertions, checkers, and their monitors  
are sometimes required to be incorporated  
in a design. 

But a design may already contain plentiful 
assertions from functional verification parts, 
often written in SystemVerilog (known as SVA) 
and bind with the language bind construct. 
SystemVerilog provides a powerful bind 
construct that is used to specify one or more 
instantiations of a module, interface, program, 
or checker without modifying the code of 
the target. So, for example, instrumentation 
code or assertions that are encapsulated in 
a module, interface, program, or checker 
can be instantiated in a target module or a 
module instance in a non-intrusive manner. Still, 
customized PA checks, assertions, and monitors 
are often anticipated to be kept separate, 
not only from the design code but also from 
functional SVA.

UPF provides a mechanism to separate the 
binding of such customized PA assertions 
from both functional SystemVerilog assertions 
(SVA) and the design. The UPF bind_checker 
command and its affiliated options allows users 
to insert checker modules into a design without 
modifying and interfering with the original 
design code or introducing functional changes. 
However, UPF inherits the mechanism for 
binding the checkers to design instances from 
the SystemVerilog bind directives. Hence similar 
to SVA, the UPF bind_checker directive causes 
one module to be instantiated within another 
without having to explicitly alter the code of 
either. This facilitates the complete separation 
between the design implementation and any 
associated verification code. 

Signals in the target instance are bound by 
position to inputs in the bind checker module 
through the port list, exactly the same as in the 
case for SVA bindings. Thus, the bind module 
has access to any and all signals in the scope 
of the target instance by simply adding them 
to the port list, which facilitates sampling of 
arbitrary design signals.

 
ARTIFACTS OF CUSTOM CHECKERS 
The UPF bind_checker syntax and “use model” 
used to create custom PA assertions for a 
design and bind the checker through the UPF 
bind_checker command are shown in detail in 
the following four successive examples.

Artifacts of Custom Checkers in Questa®  
Power Aware Dynamic Simulation   
by Progyna Khondkar, Mentor Graphics 
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Example 1. Syntax of UPF bind_checker:

This UPF command and options are used 
for inserting checker modules into a design 
and binding them to the design instances. 
In the syntax, the <instance_name> is the 
“instance” name (e.g. iso_supply_chk) of 
the checker module <checker_name> (e.g. 
ISO_SUPPLY_CHECKER). The –elements 
<elements_list> is the list of design elements 
where the checker “instance” will be inserted. 
The –module <checker_name> is the name 
of a SystemVerilog module for which the 
verification code is targeted. The verification 
modules are generally coded in SystemVerilog 
but bind to either a SystemVerilog or VHDL 
instance through -bind_to module [-arch 
name]. 

Also note that -ports{} are the association of 
the design signals to the checker ports. The 
<net_name> argument accepts the symbolic 
references for signals, power supply ports, 
supply nets, and supply sets defined in UPF 
for various UPF strategies. For example, 
isolation_signal or retention_power_net can 
be referenced as follows.  

Example 2. <net_name> Symbolic 
Referencing for Various UPF Strategies:

The –parameters {} option provides the 
specification of parameter values on the 
checker model, where <param_name> is the 
name of the parameter and <param_value> is 
the value of that parameter. If the –parameters 
option is specified, the parameter name of 
<param_name> will be set with the value 
<param_value>. For SystemVerilog, it refers to 
the parameter; for VHDL it refers to generics. 
The <param_value> is a constant value. 

Example 3. A Custom Checker Sample for ISO 
Control Related Assertion:

bind_checker <instance_name> \
     -module <checker_name> \
     -elements <element_list>  \
-bind_to module [-arch name]
-ports {{port_name net_name}*} 
-parameters {{param_name param_value}*}

module ISO_SUPPLY_CHECKER(ISO_CTRL,ISO_PWR,ISO_GND);

  import UPF::*;
      input ISO_CTRL;
      input supply_net_type ISO_PWR;
      input supply_net_type ISO_GND;
      reg ISO_pg_sig;

 assign ISO_pg_sig = get_supply_on_state(ISO_PWR) && 
get_supply_on_state(ISO_GND);

      always @(negedge ISO_pg_sig)
  assert(!(ISO_CTRL)) 
else
  $display(“\n At time %0d isolation supply is switched OFF  
  during isolation period, ISO_CTRL=%b”, $time, ISO_CTRL) ;

endmodule

<design_scope_name>.<powerdomain_name> 
                                          .<iso_stratgy_name>.isolation_signal
<design_scope_name>.< powerdomain_name>
                                           .retention_power_net
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Finally the binding of the ISO control related 
custom checker, or ISO_SUPPLY_CHECKER,  
is done as follows. 

Example 4. Snippet of UPF Code for Binding  
the ISO_SUPPLY_CHECKER Checker:

Now, as explained before, the design can 
remain completely separated from the checker 
and the binding, as shown in Example 5,  
shown to the right.

Example 5. Design Completely Separate  
from Checker and Binding:

Questa PA-SIM accesses the mid_vl module 
and inserts the (ISO_SUPPLY_CHECKER) 
checker in all available instances under the \
tb\top hierarchical paths of the design, which 
is defined through the set_scope command 
in UPF, as shown in Example 4. The combined 
Examples 3, 4, and 5 explain how to design a 
PA custom checker; how to bind such a checker 
in UPF; and how the target design completely 
separates the checker and its bindings. It 
is worth noting that the checker sample in 
Example 3 imports the IEEE standards package 
import UPF::*, similar to a PA annotated 
testbench, in order to utilize a different type of 
function to that of a PA annotated testbench, as 
shown in Example 6.

Example 6. UPF Import Package Function  
for Custom Checker:

set_scope /tb/TOP
create_supply_net ISO_PWR
create_supply_net ISO_GND
create_supply_port ISO_PWR_PORT
create_supply_port ISO_GND_PORT
connect_supply_net ISO_PWR -port ISO_PWR_PORT
connect_supply_net ISO_GND -port ISO_GND_PORT

create_supply_set ISO_SS \
       -function {power ISO_PWR} \
       -function {ground ISO_GND}

create_power_domain PD_mid1 \
      -supply {primary ISO_SS}

set_isolation iso_PD_mid1 \
      -domain PD_mid1\
      -applies_to outputs\
      -isolation_supply_set ISO_SS\
      -location self\
      -isolation_signal ctrl
    
## The ISO_SUPPLY_CHECKER Checker binding in UPF
bind_checker iso_supply_chk \
      -module ISO_SUPPLY_CHECKER \
      -bind_to mid_vl \
      -ports {\
      {ISO_CTRL PD_mid1.iso_PD_mid1.isolation_signal} \
      {ISO_PWR ./ISO_SS.power} \
      {ISO_GND ./ISO_SS.ground} 
      }

module tb();
...

top top(...);
...
endmodule

module top(...);
mid_vl test1_vl(...);
mid_vl test2_vl(...);
mid_vl test3_vl(...);
endmodule;

module mid_vl(...);
...
endmodule

get_supply_on_state( supply_net_type arg ) ; 
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This function is actually used for driving 
and providing the connectivity for supply_
net_type ISO_PWR and ISO_GND from the 
checker module for the design instance mid_
vl, which is under the -bind_to command. As 
shown in Example 2, it is possible to associate 
an object with a <net_name> present in the 
active UPF scope. For example, the power 
domain PD_mid1 in Example 4 is created 
in the current scope; therefore the isolation 
control signal PD_mid1.iso_PD_mid1.
isolation_signal or the isolation supply set 
(i.e., power and ground) ./ISO_SS.power and 
./ISO_SS.ground are directly accessible  
by Questa PA-SIM.  

 
CONCLUSION 
UPF provides a powerful mechanism to 
define a custom PA checker or assertion and 
provides a layer to completely separate it from 
design code. This is done by embedding the 
binding of the design and checker within the 
UPF file through the bind_checker command 
and its options. As a result, it provides a 
consolidated verification mechanism and 
allows Questa PA-SIM to access all instances 
of a target design with a custom checker 
within the current scope. The bind_checker 
assertions are distinctively different from 
SystemVerilog assertions in that they can 
access the UPF supply network and other 
UPF objects. These checkers even work 

when the power and ground are turned off. 
However, bind_checker commands and 
the checkers are exclusively defined and 
designed for dynamic simulation based 
verification purposes; hence implementation 
tools completely ignore the bind_checker 
command and its associated checkers.
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Since the advent of formal techniques,  
the application of formal analysis has  
helped designers achieve more in-depth 
analysis and coverage of functional verification 
activities in general. However what has spurred 
the growth and popularity of such techniques 
has been specific and targeted applications  
of formal analysis. 

Functional verification is often focused on 
verification of the logical functions of the 
design. An overlooked area closely related to 
functional verification is proper implementation 
of the logic. In recent years, requirements for 
better power performance has brought the 
power implementation aspect of design more 
and more into the functional verification side, as 
design functionality became more dependent 
on new structures designed for power savings.

Similarly, on the timing side the increased 
complexity of implementation, number  
of clocks, and clock complexity, as well as  
greater challenges for closing timing requires  
a closer look at the verification of the functional 
aspects of the design early on. The relationship 
between the functional and timing side of 
equations in clock-domain crossing verification 
requires a close analysis of timing in order  
to gain accuracy and efficiency on the 
functional side.

Much of the timing information in the front-
end design stage is not generally used during 
functional verification. This information, 
however, can provide a great deal of guidance 
and initial seeds for many downstream steps 

in the chip design process, including activities 
related to functional verification.

In this article we will examine several examples 
where the functional verification tasks can 
benefit from timing information often readily 
available in the design.

 
CLOCK-DOMAIN CROSSING 
ANALYSIS MADE EASY 
Clock-domain crossing verification requires a 
great deal of knowledge about the clocks and 
resets, including clock relations and modes. 
Incomplete or incorrect information used at 
set up will lead to a great deal of wasted time 
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and very poor results when performing CDC 
analysis. Generally, most of the time involved 
in CDC analysis is spent on understanding 
and analyzing the proper clocking and clock 
relations and how one can identify the design 
operation in a specific design mode. As much 
as 80% of the CDC effort is in set up in order 
to get good results. 

Excellicon tools properly extract timing 
constraints from the HDL itself. This not only 
provides a true and accurate representation 
of the circuit description of the HDL but also 
provides information which is often hard to 
deduce based solely on design knowledge; 
such as clock relations or how to put the 
design in a certain mode of operation.

In order to extract the right information 
the design needs to be formally traversed 
backward in order to extract clocks, clock 
relations, and mode information from  
the design.

By traversing the design backward through 
the clock paths combined with proper formal 
analysis, all clock information — including 
clock relations — are derived from the HDL. 
The formal analysis is necessary to resolve 
the paths, and it helps in analyzing the design 
so that proper clock and control signals are 
identified. Typically this is a monumental task 

to perform manually, or even through tracing 
clocks via traditional tools, but thanks to 
automation and selection of various detection 
algorithms using targeted formal analysis 
techniques, proper signals can be identified 
and clocks and control signals can be 
categorized separately so that a designer can 
analyze and assign proper attributes to them.

Excellicon’s Constraints Manager requires  
only HDL files as input. The tool then extracts 
the correct clock and clock information right 
from the design itself. This not only reduces 
the work required to analyze and extract  
the necessary information, but also saves  
a great deal of time. What may take a week  
or more of designer time to understand  
and extract manually is done in minutes  
by Constraints Manager.

However, the clocking information isolated to 
a single layer of hierarchy has limited use and 
is usually missing a great deal of information 
about the clock scheme of the design because 
clocks often converge at various hierarchy 
layers. In order to completely understand 
what is going on, all controls, clocks, and 
clock relations need to be analyzed in the 
context of the hierarchical design. The clocks 
have to be formally traversed up and down 
through all layers of the hierarchy, so the 
proper understanding of the connectivity and 
functionality of the clocks are quantitatively 
derived from the design.

 

Figure 2
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Once Constraints Manager extracts this 
information, the user has a great deal of 
information needed for analyzing the clock-
domain crossings using Questa®. Automating 
the initial set up process will only enhance the 
accuracy and speed of analysis.  

Functional verification of CDC is often 
incomplete because of challenges with set up 
and the time it takes to perform such analysis. 
Often a designer validates the CDC cases 
for only the functional mode of the design, 
sacrificing other modes due to design schedule 
constraints. Combining the extraction power 
of Excellicon with in-depth analysis capability 
of Questa® CDC enables the designer to 
perform even more in-depth analysis of CDC. 
Even a multi-mode CDC analysis, which has 
been considered very expensive in terms of 
set up and analysis, can be achieved with the 
auto-extraction of modes for the entire design 
through every layer of hierarchy. The ability to 
extract such information allows CDC analysis  
for any mode and at any level of hierarchy 
with very little effort since the most expensive 
part of the CDC analysis — the set up — is now 
reduced to minutes.

VERIFYING TIMING EXCEPTIONS 
FORMALLY AND FUNCTIONALLY

Timing exceptions are often necessary to 
clarify the design behavior when performing 
timing closure during the implementation 
of the design. The back-end designers are 
often challenged to identify the proper 
design function in order to correctly access 
the circuit behavior. The issues are often 
resolved through back and forth discussion 
with logic designers who are knowledgeable 
about the design requirements and their 
intent when designing the circuit. Use 
of exceptions is a method to clarify the 

designer intent and/or prevent the timing tools 
from analyzing unnecessary paths in order  
to meet design timing.

This is another example where the timing 
information (timing constraints) can help to 
improve the functional quality of the design 
and reduce design uncertainty through 
identification of areas prone to timing 
violations, or identification of design structures 
either where greater clarity is necessary 
to describe the behavior of the design or 
where redesign is needed to define the same 
functionality. Designs analyzed for proper 
functionality with respect to timing will  
be implemented much faster and reduce  
iteration between the front and back end. 

If at all possible the best design practice is 
to minimize (or avoid) definition of timing 
exceptions all together, which often provide 
a great deal of headache and complexity for 
back-end design teams. Once the design is 
analyzed for identification of timing exceptions, 
the functional verification team can determine 
the implementation complexity with the 
respective teams and together plan to  
alleviate such complexities. So if it is possible 

Figure 4
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to design without timing exceptions, or at 
least reduce them to the absolute necessity, 
the implementation team will be able to close 
timing much more efficiently. 

Verification of exceptions is not always 
possible through formal means. In order 
to fully understand and analyze timing 
exceptions and their impact on design 
metrics, such as area and power, a 
combination of tools such as Excellicon  
formal engines along with the Questa  
series of tools must be used to achieve  
full validation of exceptions, design intent,  
or structural exceptions.

Lets understand what the functional  
analysis of timing exceptions can buy  
during the verification stage of the design.  
There are two types of exceptions: 

• Data Exceptions 
• Clock to Clock Exceptions (often  

performed as part of CDC analysis)
 
Let’s first go through various types of these 
exceptions, which are essential to correct 
operation of the circuit, pictured in Figure 5.

Generally formal analysis is used to verify  
the structural type of exceptions. However it 
is important for any tool to be able to bound 

the formal analysis extent 
as the cone of logic being 
analyzed can quickly grow 
beyond the capacity of 
the tools. 

In the first example, 
below left in Figure 6, 
there is no possibility 
for the indicated path 
to be active, hence the 
path is said to be False. 
On the right, the FSM 
determines the number 
of cycles necessary for 
data to be marked valid 
once launched from 
the starting point and 
captured at the end 
point. Formal analysis 
is necessary in order to 
determine the proper 
functionality of the FSM. 

In analyzing FSM, care 
must be taken as to what 
is being analyzed and 
what information must be 

Figure 5
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provided to formal solvers so that the correct 
design functionality is analyzed. For example,  
a formal proof defined as equations after  
formal analysis of the FSM only validates the 
FSM functionality as the formal engines operate 
on the FSM and fails to properly determine the 
functional operation of the data portion of the 
design, as shown in Figure 7 below. In order 
to perform proper functional analysis, the SVA 
must be completely independent of the FSM 
and generated as stimuli; otherwise the formal 
analysis and any associated SVAs represent only 
validation of FSM functionality, not the proper 
functionality of the data path.

By contrast, timing intent exceptions need to be 
properly defined to describe what the designer 
intends for circuit operation. In the very simple 
example below, formal analysis will not provide 
any useful information other than what is 
already available to the designer. However, a 
proper SVA generation along with simulation 
of such SVA will allow for complete behavior 
analysis of the circuit and proper definition of 
exceptions. In this very simple example, false or 
multi-cycle paths can be applied depending on 
the designer intent between clk_a and clk_b

The Excellicon ConCert product is capable 
of recognizing and extracting various cases 

of design-intent. Excellicon is capable of 
recognizing and validating the exceptions; 
however the designer may need to see the 
impact of such exceptions in the context of 
the design. Generation of SVA simplifies the 
verification and validity of such exceptions.  
The connection to Questa is made available 
through generation of SVAs. Such SVAs are 
made available to Questa for simulation in  
the context of the surrounding circuitry. 

 
PROMOTION AND DEMOTION 
OF TIMING INFORMATION FOR 
DEEPER FUNCTIONAL VALIDATION 
The clock and mode formal extraction 
capability of Constraints Manager was briefly 
outlined in the first section of this article.  
It was also mentioned that the clock extraction 
must be performed in the context of the  

design hierarchy. 

The promotion and 
demotion of timing 
information is essential to 
the full understanding of 
clocks, which are essential 
to full and complete 
functional analysis of the 
design. Depending on 
design methodology and 
design team approach, the 
timing information is either 
defined (or available) at the 

Figure 7
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top or bottom layers of hierarchy. Whether 
the design approach is top down or bottom 
up, much of the timing, control, and clocking 
information needs to be properly propagated 
in order to gain full understanding of the 
control and clocking of the design. 

Once this information is correctly extracted 
and made available for each layer of hierarchy 
such information can be used for functional 
and full verification of the appropriate layer 
of hierarchy. The possibility of leveraging 
timing information to aide and guide the 
functional verification necessitates correct and 
accurate promotion and demotion of timing 
information from various layers of hierarchy up 
or down the hierarchy. In order to identify and 
deduce correct behavior of all clock relations, 
Constraints Manager and Constraints Certifier 
tools perform promotion and demotion of 
constraints respectively.

As shown in Figure 10 below, Constraints 
Manager is capable of promotion and 
demotion of timing information via  
one of three techniques.

In each scenario, proper techniques are used 
to promote all timing and control information 
to the next layers of hierarchy. The details of 
each technique are available from Excellicon.

Demotion performed by Constraints Certifier 
preserves the original constraints files while 
ensuring continuity of the clocking and 
control structures for analysis at any layer 

of hierarchy. Unlike 
traditional demotion of 
timing information, which 
is achieved through 
manipulation of hierarchy 
delimiters, Excellicon 
achieves demotion 
partially through 
formal means to ensure 
complete and validated 
representation of the 
timing information for 
each layer of hierarchy. 
The clock demotion Figure 10

Figure 9
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is responsible for demotion of all timing 
information to lower layers of hierarchy.  
All clocks, clock groups, exceptions, control  
and case analysis information, I/O delays,  
and DRCs are demoted automatically.

 
CONCLUSION

Timing information traditionally is attributed  
to the implementation side of the design 
process. However the need for more 
communication throughout the design flow and 
tackling the complexity of verification tasks can 
greatly benefit from information being readily 
available from the timing side of the equation. 

The timing information derived from the design 
not only ensures that the timing information 
used for implementation is in lock step with 
the design but also helps the verification effort 
tremendously by providing the necessary 
information to set up the verification tools 
properly. Additionally, the added automation 
will help to reduce the amount of manual work 
performed by designers, which has to be done 
in order to gather and feed initial information to 
the tools used during functional verification.

In a typical design flow, the timing information 
is not complete and does not contain the 
necessary information for designers to use 
during functional verification. However 
Excellicon enables such a possibility through 
extraction of relevant information and by 
validating them formally or through the Questa 
tool set before they are made available for use 
in verification and downstream design tools.

Excellicon provides the seed input and  
much needed information to perform more 
in-depth analysis of design functionality and 
quality of results. By extracting control and 
clocking information from the actual HDL  
code, verification engineers can ensure  
proper representation of the timing  
information for each layer of hierarchy.
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